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ph.*..-. by KVAN DYSON \rm.n phnmvaphtt
Students, faculty and community member! express their emotion* at a candlelight vigil at Virginia Tech Tuesday night, the day after 33 were killed In two separate shootings.

Timeline
7:15 a.m.
\ irj;ini;i Tech
Police Department

All eyes on Tech as campus begins to cope
with shooting that claimed 33 of its own
I \ vs DYSON
'-irimiv.'f'iy (i/iiVr
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recedes Mil cull In
respond to West
''.

Amhler Johnston
Residence Hall.

9:26 a.m.
I-.n tilts and students are notilied l>> e-mail of the homicide
Investigation at WAJ and asked

torepni

BBJ

HHpidow activity.

9:45 a.m.
VT I'D receises
a second 911 cull
1

concerning a
shooting in Morris
Hall. Responding
officers find the
doom harricaded
from the inside.

9:55 a.m.
Officials notify campus of the
second murder scene.

Students and faculty .it Virginia lech an
still in shook .liter Monday's massacre by .1
Knit' gunman th.it resulted in the deaths nt 13
people, including the shooter.
Virginia lech Pieatdent ( harles Stager extended fill ayinpalhiea ti« the famillaa M the
victims and . ailed the events "a tragedy that
we consider ol nnmument.il proportions"
rhe shootings ,u Virginia lech ■irv the
deadbcat on raoord In the United states, hevinf. monoMualbea than an) previous .itt.uk.
with S3 confirmed dead and 15 injured.
Al approximately 7:15 a.m. on Monday.
campus pouct nccived reports Of I shooting
in rtisi Ambler lohnston Residence I lall. According to poUoti there were two confirmed
fatalities I lie h.ill serves as a co-ed undergraduate housing complex tor 893 students
According to pi'inc. the deaths wen
believed to be an Isolated event *i\u\ domeatin
in nature
At 911"1 a ni as police were inten lew Lng
| penon Ol mterest units were dispatched to
tha scene ol i second shooang in Norria Mall,
on the opposite side ol campus
According to students, an e-mail was sent
regarding the first incident, but»lasses remained in sssskm until the second shooting,
raising eueetiona about university officials
response.
M hat you need to understand." said Virginia Tech Police Chid Wendell Mm. hum, 'is
this is a campus ol over 2*600 ai res well ovti
■ hundred buildings, 26\0OO students, ta. uh)
and stall A lockdown or shutdown doa not
happen in SSCOndS "
( i implicating matters further is the tact
thdiappri'xiniaU'U 6,000 students live on

campus
llt.inaiitrilv ol the lalalilies OOCUIted in

\orns Hall. According to police, the re-

spemding officers found the front doora barricaded and chained from the inaide i toes at
cess was gained to the building, shots COUld
OS heard on the second BoOf As the officers
approached the ares ot the gunfire, thai snooting caflaed. Acamiing to police, the gunman
took Ins own Ufebefore Officers reached
him. Police found .VI victims throughout the
building In al least four classrooms. ,is well
as a stairwell I linduim also confirmed that
several individuals jumped out ol windows
during the incident in \orns Hall
I he gunman has been Identified M -' Iwar old ( hoSeung Hiu. aseniorBngUah
maiorat \irginia leth Cho was (l resident
alien, original^ trum South Korea, who
moved to the i tilted States in 1992 •>m\ Uvad
In Centreville, UaoHoolhewaoanon campus resident and lived m I larpcr KesioViue
Hall
According to police, chow who knew
him described ( nose a loner He leg.dk
purchased the weapons used In the snootings Snue theattacka, lav* enforcement has
SXei uled tWOSearch warrants on his dorm
room One ol the nth.MI search warrants
dated Monda) lists retrieved items including
a cruunrrom his closet knife, various types
oi locks, assorted notepads and other OKM U
menta, computer and computer related items,
a digital camera and a dremel tool
tVednesda) morning, police confirmed
that t ho had been Involved with law
enrorcement officials In 21x1^ as .1 result "t
complaints filed in two female sudenta.
Policesaid thai fbOowing a counseling seesion at the police department he waa oent to
a mental health taeilitv. but no charges were
hied against him.
\iu alsoconArmed thai ( ho mailed a
package to its office containing photographs
and n ntings. ,md is believed to ha\»' clone so

between the shootings
At press time, police had not yet pn>vided details regarding the identities ol the
victims from the second shooting. Official
information will be made available only after
all of the victims are positiveh identified and
families are notified. As of Tuesday afterIUHUI, all families had been notified but not
all of the victims were positive!v identified
Dr. Marcella I lerro, thcHuct medical
examiner fot the Commonwealth of Virginia,
said that she is working to confirm the idcnti
ties as quickly and carefully as possible.
However, it will still be davs before this will
be complete
Details regarding victims are becoming
available via social networking sites like
1 fcl 0IM and nrufpOCS 0PM and b\ family
membera who have come forward to an-

nounce the death ol their child.
Officials originally declined to connect
the separate shttoting incidents, as a ballistics
evaluation had not Vat been completed to
ootnpaw them
Parents ,uui students met thnHighout
Monday night al the uiuVerait) lodge. The
Inn at Virginia lech, where hundreds ol
members of the media also convened.
Members ot the Virginia State Police
blocked the entrances to campus with their
patrol cars And turned away motorists Mon
da) night
lech reopened at Ba m A*asday,but
1 lasses were canceled ^nd counselors were
on hand to speak with students. I he same
day, Va. lech President Steger announced
that «lasses are canceled for the rest ol the
Week \orris Hall will be Hosed lor the rest
of the semester
According to Hinchum, the results of
the ballistics analysis confirmed that one of
»er SHOOTINli. page 5
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Possession of marijuana

Knn CUNMblfliur writer

A |\ll student w.is charged with possession of marijuana at Potomac Hall April S at 4:30 p.m.

Larceny

A JMU student reported the theft of .i black l-pod from A JMU student was charged with possession of manful
a parked vehicle in R-3 Lot April 12 between 1 p.m. and n.i ,il .it the UREC tennis cm rts April 16 at 11:27 p.m.

540 p.m.

Possession of marijuana, possesion of fireworks
A JML' student reported the theft of a resident parking
decal from a vehicle in R-l Lot between April 10 at 8 p.m. A |\H student w.is charged with possession of manjuana and possession of fireworks ,il Bagle Hall April 14 .it
and April 11 at 12 p.m.
8:43 p.m.
A JMU student reported the theft of a purse, three cell Underage possession of alcohol, underage conphones and a JAC Card left unattended in a hallway of sumption of alcohol
Godwin Hall April 9 at an unkown time.
2 JMU students were charged with underage possession
Drunk in public, underage pos.ses.sion of alcohol, of alcohol and underage consumption of alcohol at the
Godwin Hall bus stop April 13 at 10:34 p.m.
A JML student was charged with drunk in public and undCffsn possession of alcohol in the Dingledinc i Kill UM Drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol,
April Mat 12:10a.m.
possession of fictious ID
Drunk in public

A JMU student was charccd with drunk in public, underage possession ol alcohol and possession ol a fictions II)
A JMU student wascharged with drunk in public at Cod- April 15 2:26 a.m.
win Hall April 12 at 6:10 p.m.
Property damage
A non-student was charged with drunk in public at R-3
A JMU student reported$l,300 damage to doors ol two
Lot April 14 at 2:06 a.m.
vehicles in R-l Lot April 14 between 12 p.m. and 2:20
p.m.

CORRECTIONS
In the April 76 issue of The Breeze the winners of
Greek Week should have been identified as Delta
Chi. Pi Kappa Phi and Alpha Sigma Alpha. The
Greek Sing winners should have been identified
as Thea Chi. Kappa Alpha Order and Pi Kappa
Alpha. The number of participating fraternities and
sororities was also incorrentty identified. The article
should have listed 13 fraternities and eight sororities. The photo was not of an SOS chapter

DUKE DAYS

Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 28:77
Number of parking tickets since Aug. 28:19,780

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper ol James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly
believes in its First Amendment rights

Events Calendar

(.neks host alcohol awareness speaker
Delta Gamma and Phi Gamma Delta are hosting Pete Smithhisler, the vice president ol the North American Interfraternity Conference, who will speak about alcohol awareness, April 23 at 7 p.m.inTHIS 2301. For more information, contact Megan at markcrmr@jmu.edu.

Thanks to your cooperation, the
Foxfield Spring 2006 Race was greatly
improved!
We will be there again this year and
encourage you to ...

Enjoy the race safely and legally.
A joint effort by multiple enforcement and emergency
medical entities will again put a zero tolerance face at the
Foxfield Spring Race this year. All violations of the law will
result in enforcement action, which could come in the form
of a summons or in certain cases, physical arrest.
Police will be observing patrons upon their arrival by
chartered buses and in their personal vehicles. Patrons
entering the race will be monitored for intoxication
and legal age requirements, and those found to be violating
the law while entering the event will not gain admittance.
The zero tolerance policy for alcohol and other violations
will also be in effect during the race.

Foxfield Race Statistics for 2005 and 2006

This advertisement was developed and produced by the
Virginia Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC).
Production was funded through a grant from the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP)

Drunk in public arrests
People treated for
alcohol-related illness
Average BAC

2005

2006

15
85

51
14

.133

.10
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Around Campus
Relaxation Station helps
stressed out students

JMU vigil held on lawn
HI MAM FKAKO.S C/AKST>

cditor-iii'thii't

UPB and Utt Night
Programming will be hotting
a Relaxation Station and late
night breakfast to help students relax before final*.
The event, MM to He held
In Festival trom in p.m. to
midnight tonight, will feature massage chairs* matsage beds, stone therapy, facials, paraffin hand dip, and
an oxygon bar In addition,
Student Ambassadors v. ill
be serving one-dollar ice
cream at a sundae bar.

Hundreds ot candles, cell phones skm
Bill ks, llashlights and lighters punctuated the
mght iky on Festival Lawn hieaday night
in honor of the tnends, lanuk and t.uulU
affected bv the bloodv events that untokie.l
Monda) at Virginia lech.
Mark Wamer.vuvpn-sideniot student affairs,
addressed the crowd of studenLs and taculh in
his t.itln-r-in l.iw s Hokie baseball cap.
"I wish I (ould take awav the hurt," he
said. "But I can't "
Student body president Brandon In led
said SCA organized the event ht\ause of
the stroii)'. connection between the |ML and
\ irginta lech communities
"We thought it was wr\ important to have
this aSOUkkly as we possible could," he said.
Warner h xused his remarks on t)ie.innniunit\
etti >rt that Kis emeiged .t> a nMilt ot the sht*ibngs.
"Wen- here to honor alt of those who
have been affected bv this tragedy," Warner
said Were here to figure out what it's ,ill
about and when we go trom hen [cdl I
healing, our healing starts tonight."
After Warner's address, J3 candles wen
lit to honor those who died, dotting the night
sky with flames while ExH 245 SSng Amazing
Urace " The Madison Singers also sang I set ot
tour songs while the Crowd lit their candles.
"Before tonight I couldn't grasp what
was happening,' treshman Kelsev Rav said
"And then thev started singing, and it |usl all

Interactive 3-D Earth
in Memorial Hall
Science on a Sphere is
a 3-D visualization tool
developed by me National
Oceanic <\<n\ Atmospheric
Administration to give people i view of the Earth from
in Astronaut's point ot \ ieu
i he "toot-wide globe candleplay weather patterns, ocean
temperature data, me moon,
the sun, and more. There will
be I sphere show today from
4 p.m. to b p.m. in Memorial
Hall room 5110.

rushed over me."
Some Virginia It < h students wen In attendance and were scattered among the crowd.
I hose that spoke expressed their gratitude for

[Ml ■ support

"I heard the gun shots I saw people jumping
otitofthewindows I saw the bodies being earned
SM *}? one Va. Tech student said. 'Thank you for
'•ven though this is not vour school."
Some Students BSid they came to JMU
because it was |ust too difficult to Stay on the
Va. Tech campus.
"I just never thought then- would be so
much support hen-, another student said.
"It's [ust too traumatic to be then- right now."
Students said the vigil was important
because it gave them an opportunity to reel
like thev were doing something to help.
I think it's important tor people who may
not be able to direetlv assist to come hen1 and
help in some vvav," senior Ihomas Mono said.
Warner urged students to take full advantage ot ever) d.w to honor those who died.
'The miM important thing is to us*' the

traged) of lech to see mat we <n-fd to live
each day to the fullest," he said
I he ii igii was one of many campus efforts
bo show support for the Virginia Tech commumtv, including a moment of rilenoe tor the
\ utims [uceday afternoon.
Junior Brin Bennett was on the quad when
the clock struck 2:00 and began playing the
Virginia Tech alma mater.
"I've never heard [Ml SO quiet before,"
BenneM said. It was so eerie."

In the Valley
Local Salvation Army
offers support to VT
HARRISONBURG — In
the wake of the Virginia lech
Bhootinea, the lour members
of the Harnsonburg Salvation
Army traveled to MSCfcsburg
to provide food, drink and
comfort to those gathered at
the lueeday siternoon convocation and nighttime candlelight vigil, reported the Neu>
ftrit Times.
Seconding to me Times,
I larnsonburg's
Salvation
Army contingent, and thtise
trom the Roanoke braru h. will
also provide spiritual support
to the campus.

jit*** b> AARON S^WAKI pfcjfti ASSY
On Tuesday night, JMU students gathered on Festival Lawn for
a candlelight vigil dedicated to the Virginia Tech tragedy.

World & Nation
AIDS Drugs Keen More
People, hut not enough
two million people in
the world are receiving
drugl tor All >S, one million
less than the World Health
Organization had hoped for
bv 2005, according to the

Vein Ybrk limes.
While these numbers represent oni\ 2s percent of the
7.1 million people with advanced AIDS In need of treatment, the fllRfl reported that
the effort is successful, as onlj
2 percent of infected patients
needing antinttroviral therapy were receiving it three
yean ago
Military prosecutors drop
charges against marine
Military
prose* utore
dismissed charges against
one of tour marines charged
with murder in the killings
of 24 Iraqi civilians in Haditha, Iraq in 2005, reported
the W« rent fimtt
According to the lt»ie->,
11 Gen. lames Mattis, the
commanding general in tincase, granted the marine,
sgt. Sanlck P. Dela Cruz,
immunity to testify against
three other enlisted men facing murder charges.
Egyptian charged
with spying for Israel
CAIRO — An I gyptian
nuclear
engineer
who
worked tor the country's
Atomu Bnerg) Agencj was
arrested and charged with
ip) Ing foi Israel, sccording
to the Vc.'c York Hares
As reported bv
the
/(»/,■-. Muhammad Sayyid
Saber Ah delivered "important and secret" Information sboul the sgeni \ end
one »>r two nuclear ruc<
tors in Egypt to
I rai li
intelligence elements' in
ext hange i>>r $20,000

Campus comes
together to cope
m

KAIIK.H MAIIIK

■ /(for

For many [Mil students, the traged)
thai occurred just down the road Monda)
hit too»lose to home
Sophomon [essics 5havt said she was
scarcsd when she tirsl heard about the
dead!) shooting at Va. lech.
"I was naii\ worried because one <>t
im beat tnends trom home gOCS there,"
she SSid. "I was on the phone immedi

atety."
Mane students said they had a hard
time getting In touch with loved ones.
Since Mondaj students have said the
atmosphere at [MU has changed.
"it's definite!) more solemn on cam
pus, innior farnie WMbeck said i feel
like every time you look over someone
is talking about it or talking on their cell
phone about it "
Sophomore Inn I uuh agreed
. "It's definite!) a little hit dim-rent.'
she said. "I lunen't telt it as iiuuh as I
thought I would, but its definitely a little
more quiet than |it| usualh |is|."
I he
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center is ready to help
students, faculty and itafl who an cop
Ing with crisis Dlractoi "i the CSD
David Onestack said that most ol students' healing wilt come trom each
other, but that the counseling center
is expanding their emergenc) lervices
hours right now.
"As the victims names have been
released I think more students an' com
mg m and utilizing these services because
there is a lot ot loiinection between our
campuses*'' Onestack ssid
Onestack also said that he thinks a
lot Of students are feeling inset ore and
unsure of their OVI n satet\
"I think there's a sense that this tould

have happened here at |MIV he said
"I hat's a vei) troubling kind of thought
for people, but a vet) natural one."
Additional .ounselors are available
tor walk-In meetings ibis v\eek and oncall counselors are available alter 5 p.m
I think it's a giKK.1 show ol support
|ust to have people then' \ou can talk
to aboul this kmd of stuff/ funiof ( hrii
Burns said. "While it obvious!) effected
Virginia lech more than us, it's sti
important because we re all dealing with
what happened
Shsvt agreed that the services are
helpful, but thinks that students will lind
conubrl in other places.
"I think tor the most part here Students are going, to reach out to each
other,'' she said
Several groups and organizations
have alnad) held services or memorials to honor the victims of the RiaSSSCn
and to support those who are coping
with it
Monda\ night at s> p.m. a group ot
Indents gathered in Impromptu informal
prayer on the quad
'It was reallv heartwarming to see
people out and showing that kind of Support" junior Stacy Puller said.
At 2 p.m. on Tuesday the entire
i niverslt) took part in a moment of silence
to show support tor families, tnends and
colleagues [n HI,i, ksburg.
soohomore Rachel GKSh was m
her Chemistry lab, a class ol about IS
to 20 students, during the moment ot
silence She s.nd her prolessor did not
reallv make an announcement. SVeryone fust observed the moment on their
own.
"Everyone was just quiet" shesaid
Sophomore Mollv \1*I aughlin was in
Festival eating lunch when an announcement was made over the I'A. th.it it was

2 p.m. and time for the moment of
silence
"It was |ust weird, all the noise just
went aw.u and it was just silent for that
w hole minute." she said
Senior lohn Nevin and Hinch spent
much of their Tuesdaj at the Christian
Student Center where people stopped in
throughout the u\t\ GW held a prayer
service <ii noon and some members
watched the Virginia lech t onvocatkm
together si - p m.
Nevin said that he believes communities will In Ipeach other to handle
their healing.
I think it's going to take time." he
said

I he *. alholu I ampus MIlUStT)
hosted STI open praver vigil tor victims
and their families MU\ tnends at 5 p.m.
on luesda)
"ObviOUSl) we were all |ust
shocked*" tumor Andrew Waring said
"But In times like thev it s important
DD have some place to go to prav it that
is part of your healing
Tuesday mght the SGA hoeted ■
candlelight \igil on the Festival lawn.
Students showed up with .andles.
llashlights, and nil phone-, to |oin
together as a community! Senior Vice
President of student Affairs Mark
Warner described the vigil as the b
mng Of the healing prOCCSS
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Relay for Life starts Saturday, Spring 2007
students will walk to fight cancer commencement
»\ Kl I l> C ONMII

seniot write*
Saturdaj nij-ht, (ML will host Relaj
for lit*1, an annual natJomt ide PfOgfMB
th.it MM", money to support the nghl
•gainst oncer.
"Relav [t*»r Life] provides support fof
research through the American Cancel
Society/ Hdd senior Beth Branch, one
oi the coordinators oi this year's even!
i he) try to battle cancer through research
while still providing service* tor people
already lighting the disease
Relav tor I it.- began In 198S In racoma
Washington Sponsored bj the American
Cancer Society, the occasion is designed
to not only hindraisc tor cancer research
hut t<« educate people about the disease
and celebrate those who have survived
it.
Before the actual relav set tor Saturday
and Sunda) at Bridgetorth Stadium and
(ictdwin Held, participants form teams
and fundraise individually and as tCSmi
before coming together to take part in
the rel.iv learns ,ire encouraged to have
at least one person walking on the track
all night
i he mght ot Relay [for I ife| is to trj

.md celebrate lite as .1 wa) to thank teams
tor .ill that they've done, said Branch
'It's real!) tun time tor all those who are
there while we honor those still lighting,
remember those who have passed BWa)
and otter activities BO the) can have tun
and relax."
|ML has a history oi successful Rela)
for Life fundraismg and lias twice been
recognized as the number one per capita
rundraiser within their cotlegi size ait !■
sion.
"Basically, they take how much we
fundraise and divide it b) how many
students we have parti, .paling, said
Branch. "Hopefully this year well make
a again because were consistent!) one
ot the strongest [colleges!, within top ten
m the college division rbi total runoraisCurrently, Relav tor I He .it l\IL has
raised |120f28l, a number that is expei I
ed to jrOW over the nevt two weeks
lumor Stephanie [brdvia has personall) raised $3,560as part ol herChemstuds
team, which has raised a still-growing
total ot 16,706.09.
I ike many other participants, Ibrcivia
was motivated b) personal tragedj
Forcivia lost her mother at the age ol 9

speaker decided

and because of this experience she has
always been inspired to educate others
and raise motu-v tor reseanh.
I grew up around .ancer and mv t.imiK was always open about it." Ibrcivia
said "My parents were always In the hospital, and I want to participate in Relav
[for I He] so that not all kids have to go
through what I did."
I he actual event will kick ott at 7p.m.
with a lap made cancer survivors
'Everyone else lines the track and
claps in honor ot everybod) walking,'1
Branch said. 'It becomes such
support mechanism.'
I his war. attendees Ctrl expect a wide
varietv of entertainment and activities
including speakers, bands, group titness
i lasses, a rock climbing wall and friend)v
team competitions
One ot the highlights of the event is
the lighting ol lumanarias, a tradition to
remember those afflicted bj the disease.
"We have team members decorate
sand tilled bags with eandles inside in
honor ot those lighting or in memory
Ol those who have passed awav, said
Branch. "It's a moving ceremony where
.\ t run e a speaker to talk about her stan
ol dealing w ith cancer m her lite."

»\ KIM Cm HA
-•'M." writti
Ambassador Ciddi

H.

vasquez, the 8th U.S.
Repreaentatlvs to the I nited

Nation's I'HHI and Agriculture
i >rv,.iin/.itinn, will be the commeiuenient Speaker tor the Cl.Ivor 2007.
Vaaquez will speak at the
main ceremony Saturday. May
5, at Bridgcforth Stadium. The
ceremony begins at 830 am. He
M'rved as the third longest director ol the US. Peace Corps and
currently works to educate Others
on world hunger.
AVt
chose Mr. Vasque/
because ol his work with the
Peace Corps/ said Mark Warner.
Senior vice president ot student
affairs and university planning.
In addition, there arc manv
alums who serve in the Peace
CorpS) and manv students who
provide service in our world community. I believe that his me
Will .ontinue tt> inspire all ol us
to hv the ( hangs"
last
rear,
the
2007
commencement
speaker
commiUee comprised oi students
from the SGA and class council
worked wUhrheSGAadviaoc the
vice president ot academic attain
and the director ol Madison
institutes to compile a li ■: of
possible speakers.
The committee acts as a rep
resenlationol the student bodv in
order to work to bring a speaker
whose experiences) and background will enable them to proVlda I relevant message that will
leave a mark on the graduating
. lass, parent*, and (acuity.
Mr Vasque/ had the stmngstf connection to sorneone grad-

La Be Da
I -<mt* istic t il I t'otks |<-»>* vVowxevy
yonn.)...^ young c\f \*\ei<\vi
Harrisonburg's New Indulgence
In Women's Fashions

GRAND OPENING!

uating at |\IL this veu and since
he was a public official he came at
the right price.' said BSniOt Matt
HayOi I number on the com mi ttee I he school currenllv has no
budget set aside tor graduation
speakers so justification needed
to he shown in terms of cost and
justification, '"^ hf WSS our recommendation."
The list was presented to
President I Imvood Rose and Vice
President ol A.a.leiiu. Allairs
Douglas Brown to make the hnal
decision.
VaSQUez has traveled to
numerous countries in Africa
including Zambia, Malawi, and

Egypt to evaluate it L s resourc

.•s to the I nited \.ihons reach
people with the neatest need.
He also oversaw the largest conuesssonal appropriation t*> the
Peace CorpS tor threr consecuti\e years, much In turn enabled
the Peace Corps have B I*1 vear
high in number ol volunteers in

the field
i mexdted to hear him speak
about his professional career,
consklerine ih.it i an currently
applying tor the Peace Corps*
senior S'knorntha Prum said.
IA B been SXpOSed to S lot ot stories about people's evpenen.es
while serving overseas but every
storv tells ot a difference expert, d
...
to hear thai tirsthand. lie seems
to have a lot ot service experience
and a passion to dOgOOd."
senior Marv Heth Walsh

agreed

"I think it might be interesting to hear what lie has to SB]
she s.tid "Since he was a member
Ol the Peace corps I'm sure he
has a lot to s,r. about Ufa experi
en.es alter graduation

1

_-k
Clinical Trial

j

Flu Vaccine Study

Saturday, /April 21st
10am - 6pm

Come chat, eat, drink and discover
what La De Da has to offer
124 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA. 22801

Elson Student Health
University ot Virginia
400 Brandon Ave.
Suite G020
No appointment necessary.

Normal volunteers are
hcine, n\ ruiltd for the

Btr%U Winth, i
Principal Inn

• Age 18 to 35
• Excellent health
• Have not received a flu
vaccine smce Sept 2006

Respinuxy
uiy . cntci

(540) 801-8110
www.ladeda.net
www.myspace.com/ladedaboutique

lum.il infliu:

IRB-HSR "12817

• Able to come for 13 visits
during a 2 year period

434-9242371

• $900 for completion of study

UNryERsmr
avViRGiNiA
HHMi.ntSYsrm

www.uvahealth.coni

Moving Home?
Reserve your truck or van today.
10% Off One Way Rentals

Free Unlimited Mileage

with this Ad

Online Reservations Available

£/*

540-432-2367

GoPenske.com

H^

Catering packages available!
'hfew takuw
graduation reservations]

3430 South Main Street
1 -800-GO PENSKE

Banquet Facility
Lunch & Dinner Monday-Saturday
Sunday Brunch

Clear, Simple Rates

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

L

380 University Blvd.
Located tCTOSa trom
Refill Cinemas

564-2988

A BOX
What am I going to do with all my
stuff this summer?
We have the Answer!
We will pick up your stuff, store it at our
warehouse and deliver it to you next Fall.
Too Busy to pack...We'll pack for you
Boxes and packing supplies available
Call before April 1 st and get a bonus
wardrobe box to use
Call Today To Reserve Your Space
540-801-0404 or 888-801-0404
www.aboxofthevalley.com

| Looking for a new car? Apply or get pre-appro\ ed. and gel I v < >l I our lowest auto rate!
11 vimple: AMI-month loan mimi.ill> at S.99HAPR*, I-.I- low M 549! AI'K'i

©

Need a new career wardrobe or furniture? Use our Platinum VISA * v. ith
( ( Rewards'"! Lither upgrade >our current Common Wealth One
VISA or apply today to receive benefit! such as:
•No Annual I cc
•Special low rate of 10.90% APR
• Reward Points redeemable lor merchandise and
travel lor every dollar spent
•250(1 Bonus Points when you first use sour card

•New Exclusive JMU can! design
\( I NOW to quality for these two great graduation oilers!

th< 'is
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SHOOTING: Nation in mourning
SNOOTING, from Front
the two guns used In Norn-. M.ill was also Involved m the
Brat shooting, ( olond Steven Flaherty, Superintendent of
the Virgmi.i State I'oluv. could nut COnctusivel) Identify
Chots the attacker in both inatanccs, but wye that the
IMMISIKS results «iii aid future investigation
One ol the March w arranti lists the weapon* as a WaitherP22andaGlock9Dim.
Tuesday afternoon, ■ convocation was held ln( asset]
Coliseum. Near!) 10,000 people filled the space and manv
others, who could not tit m the coliseum, viewed the CS?P
emony in the nearby stadium Almost .ill wore the at hool
colors, orange or maroon.
President Bush and Gen lunoth) M Kainewereln
attendance and addreaaed the audience.
In tins time ol anguish, I hope you know people all
over thai countn in milling about you," Bush said.
Following dosing remarks bv \ikki (aovannt. the
uptifted crowd loudt) beganchanung "I et'sgoHokies"
in unison.
At 8 p.m., thousandl participated in a candlelight vigil
on the Drill Field in the center Oi campus.
Kaine has declared Indav a state-wide da\ ol mourning.

I\

\N

msiis

Thousands gathered on the Virginia Tech Drill Field at 8 p.m. on Tuesday to participate In a candlelight vigil.

Extended winter weather wares on
the Harrisonburg Salvation Army
in

KAUBGH

M

UIIK

.utoi

SI S\S S()\|\|| KM I 1»] staff/thtHwuphrr
Sales from the thrift store go to the Shelter

Old Man Winter'! lingering presence is
affecting more than just students spring
wardrobes; the Salvation Artnj shelter m
Harrisonburg is running low on money.
The Salvation Arm) lervei the comrau*
nit\ b) providing shelter and sou.il servue
programs to those m need In the commu*
ntt)
"We tr\ to live by doing the most good.
said Area Director ol Financial Development
lulu Walsh Homlck It's nol our motto, it's
not our logo, it's just our wa) «>t thinking for
our communit) and in out community."
At full occupancy the "shelter can house
approximate!)
72 individuals. Walsh*
Hornick said some residents .ire there to
domesrJi abuse or \ iolence otl 1
with substance abuse, <>nd Mime have
come on hard times, lost |oba and may be
behind on paying their rent or mortgi
re here to help whoever ia in need,"

she said
It costs |8 per d,\.\ per Individual to run
the Salvation Amu shelter. At tuli occupancy
it costs $576 per da) including administrative
COStS, meals, and utilities. For the past tour
months the shelter has been operating al 9 ' to
100 percent o.cup.un \
We weren't prepared tor th.it in our
budget/ aald Vrea Director ol Financial
Development lulia Wakh-Hornlck.
she also said that onl) about I* percent
ol the Salvation Army's funding comes from
teder.il or state grants
We really rel) heavll) on individual
donors and corporations m the area to support us.' she said.
majority ol funding comes from these
donations and all proceeds from sales at the
Salvation Armv thrift stores also go to the
shelter
1 xtended winter weather Is also responsible tor the shelter's financial troubles accord
1 vValsh-Hornit k
were down because the 1 eather was

LGBT and Ally host events
to support gay community

bad. she said "People were not out shopping
and donations weren't coming in."
Halsh-Hornick added that the shelter
noticed the) weren't receiving the donations
they had in previous years Individual donations go direct!) to people In need.
It can be their trash but another person's
treasure,' she said
Walsh-Homick also said that sales at the
thnlt store were down this winter She Said that
some items sold in thnlt stores can support
multiple residents ot the Shelter a dav
Hunger and Housing Service t oordinatoi
with CS-L iiinior Dam Ooodson works direct'
■ the Ihnlt Shop and volunteers and
said th.it the Salvation Armv receives the least
amount Ol volunteers
I reshman fanelle Nadeau said she does
not think enough students know about the
organizations need.
It seems like thev need more volunteers,
she said. Maybe II the) made it more well
known people People are alwavs willing to

Now I ( singrich

National 'Gay? Fine by Me' t-shirt campaign was postponed on
Tuesday in light of Virginia Tech's tragic shooting
m Asiiin Hoikiss
lilor

organizations, m .1 („n\ll tirsi have set
up a lull line up oi events, said Wilson.
Monda) mght Madison Equalit)
brought in luhe Schurr. who performed
acoustic songs recounting her fife experiences.
"I'm a giant lesbian
and I u rite from the lesbian perspective,' she said
during a break between

In light of the shootings that occurred
at Virginia lech, LGB1 and Ally program decided to post
pone their (-av ' I me h\
Me
l-shirl campaign,
which was s» heduied tor
fuesdav, April 17. 2007.
While
the event,
sponsored bv the LGB1
I reshman Carl lav lor,
a member of Madison
and
Ally
Education
Program, has vet to be
I quality, v. as one ol
main w ho ».mie out to
rescheduled, the campaign has been ,i SUCCCSS*
the ev ent.
JUUESHUTZ
tul part ol the Ga) Ml
"I real I) like at ous*
Since.
Songwriter
week in the past. I his
tu muslf and I've been
ve.ir, the group hopes to
meaning to see son
pull in a thousand par-.
the singers that come to
tidpants, said Sarah Wilson, a graduate
!
ne aald
Plus you hardl) see
assistant with the program
an LCD I artist, so supporting them is
"Our main goal with t.avMl is to good
achieve a presence al IMi so people
luesd.n night Dr Hriue lottee. author
know there is a space tor them " here they
01
\ Hint ot Homosexuality? 'Gaj MU\
don't have to hide their Identity," Wilson
Homoeroti. Imagery in American Print
said.
Advertising presented in I av lor Hall
In an effort to do this, the sponsoring
It s tl W,K fbl people ti» honOI those

66

.../';// a giant lesbian and I write
from the lesbian
perspective
—

59

who have been silence bv hate in their
communit) and to show the Impact
silence has Wilson said
Yesterda) was the <i.\\ ol silence and
there was a silent lunch-in toda) from
11 a in to 1 p.m. on the commons, s
Hear Bergman, a gay writer, artist and
educator, presented "Monda) Night In
WesterborK" al 7 p m in the Memorial
Hall Auditorium.
lod.iv there will be ,m open flOUSC
from noon to r> pin in Huffman Hall's
Rainbow Room \ closing ceremonj will
take place from I p.m. to 3 p.m. In Festival
< onrerence room 6 tomorrow.
While tin' week is hall over, man) are
e.iger tor the upcoming events
"I'm excited thai we have so mam
events thai pet
to and participate freshman Laura Smith, a practicum
student with I (.ID and All)
I reshman Carl lav'or. J member ol
Madison Equality, a] i
The purpose oi Gay Ml is to show
that communit) thai differences exist, he
said. "Hopefully this leads so more diverlit) in thought ,*s well .is understanding,
it not |ust recognition ot the differences

SI S\\ Mi\|MI Kl I I IH *t,iftphiovtipher
Former Speaker to the House Newt Gingrich spoke at
JMU on "The Challenge of Your Generation" Mon. night

Thousands will walk in hope of inspiring voter registration
sv CAROMM Cot won K
contributing writer
On Dn I, 2008, < od) >md
Heather I i.nslord and a trail
ot 10,000 volunteers will begin
a six-month |ournc\ beginning
and ending in Austin, [exes
with the intent to create the
greatest
voter
registration
in LS history I heir wall.
spanning the counu*) in the
snaps oi a '•tar. will come to an

vi^\ on |ul) 4. 2008

We feel as it our rights and
liberties .ire slow l\ being taken
aw.w.
I unsfbrd said "One
b) one. more laws .ire being
forced upon us and against s'ur
constitutional rights Originally,
m\ win and I planned on
walking across the countn. In
ourselves and talking to people
along the wav Hut mam wanted
to get involved with us "
I vervdav thev will travel the
length oi .i rnarathon, 26 * miles.
which sums up to a total ot 4,91 I

miles, symbolizing every word
m the I s Constitution.
"I think people fail to realize
that the Constitution was made
to give the power to the people,
not to the government," I unsrord
s.nd We have the power to
make * hange I el us get out and
do something about it!
\« cording to I unsford, each
■I the star w ill represent
a certain > ause
Ira luding
civil rights, poverty, equalit)
peat u
education
veterans

rights
const i lulu ma I lights,
aw areness ^>^\ immigration.
An.awareness project related to
each issue will be completed and
presented
When walkers re.u h a point
In the star thev w ill hold a rally
in honor ot the cause the) |iis|
walked tor and aie about to
walk tor Rallies will be held
In Austin, lexas, lallaktssee,
Florida,Washington,D.( ,i
i
,ii and l incoln,
Nebraska.

I he l ibertv Walk is a nonprofit non-partisan, charitable
organization with all proceeds
toe..ud- organizations
relating to the projects
I he
mission
ol
the
LibertyWalk
2008
is
to
Anei k< a'a
citizens
about the important <- ol civic
participation in a demo.rain
AUA !.. instill, in our
nation's people,
a d<
understanding ol the need
I 'i -on.il and environmental

changes," I unsford said.
According to Lunstord,
the founders h.ive been contacted bv main media sour.es.
including radio stations, newt*
Eapers and ma|or producers,
ringing national attention to
the couple a efforts
"You don't have to sign up
at ail.' i unsford s.nd
11 here
are] n\< politics involved. If
you would like to walk, Silnpl]
show up with some shoes .ind
|oin us"
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James Madison University Health Center

oYcMen's Health Minute^Vr
w

iV**

No. 13: Testicular Cancer

VftV

bj Barbara Brennan ND, I \l
resticulai cancel is (he topic ol the las) in the
icriea ol Men's Health Minute ankles This form of
cancel is rare (aboul r< ol cancers round In men In
but Ii the most»orrimon form *>t cancel in
the 15 to M yeai age group
Cancel cells, no m.ntcr where in the bod) the)
00 ur uc sbnorrnal celli (But not .ill abnormal cells
an cancerous i Nonnil, health) cells will grow,
divide n> form new cells, and die m an order!) life
cycle For some reason, some normal cells mutate,
CM change Thfa disrupts the order!) life cycle of the
cells which then can grow and muinpu more
quickl) than they should Thecelbcari aggregate
Iclustei together) to form .i mass, or tumoi li the
tumor t^ cancerous (malignant) it *;»n become large
and destro) fioiiini ceHa nearb) in tome cases the
cells ot the tumor can spread to other areas ol the
bod) causing damageThit ,s referred to .■-■
metastasis
resticular cancer begins with changes in the cells
01 the testicle. The testicles are located in the
scrotum underneath the penis
Testosterone, the
predominant male hormone, and sperm are produced
in the testicles While the specific cause ol testicular
cancel is not known, there .ire known risk factori
rheac include an undescended testicle (when .•
testicle «I»K-S not "drop*' from Inside the bod) into the
Krotum before birth), family histor) ol testicular
cancer, and .i histor) ot cancer in one testicle which
increases the risk ai cancer developing in the other

lesticulai cancel can be detected early, and most
earl) lyn^Moms arc found by men themselves
Bar!) symptoms include i pahilftt lump or
swelling in the testicle (usual!) in one testicle on!) i.
swelling, pain or discomfort m a testicle or
scrotum; or groin pain other conditions can also
cause these symptoms and .in evaluation by a
medical provide. Is recTminwnded 10 determine the
cause
Treatment includes removal of the affected
testicle and possibl) chetnofherep) (casscer*
tightinj; medicines) and radiation (a high energy
"beam dial is intended to damage cancer cellsi
I he • me r.ue tor testicular cancer approaches 951r.
Since most men find earl) symptoms of cancel
themselves,
some
medical
organization!
recommend monlhl\ sell examination of the
testicles However, it has MM been proven that this
self-exam has health rvnelits tor men who are
health) and not at increased risk tor tesiicular
Here is | website tor information about
doing the exam www.farruivdoctor.ora. It you have
questions about testicular cancer or believe you
have symptoms, the atari at UHC Is available to
help you. or you can see vour own health caTC
provider
Next \eai me Men's Health Minute articles will
appearperiodical!) andonh on the UHC website«
'■ «« jinu edu healthctr
Please contact me with
suggestions or questions brcnnabp<?jmucUu
Have a wonderful summer!

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL AT

BY SHAVNA STRANI.

. rite*
rheJamesMadlaonl niversit) Board of Visitors
approved ■> recommendation by the University's
executive management to increase tuition bj
abnoel 6 perccnl for the -ii)_ 08 academit yeai
I In- IKMSI.HI. made .it tin- March l<> meeting,
is the teoond stage In <• abt-yesu funding model
developed bj [Ml to determine yearl) need rhe
model, which involvea aatimatea ot total revenue
.ind expenditure lor the vest based *'" University
.mil state-wide higher education goals, Is currently
in the process ol being updated to coordinate i\ Itn
the stale's Inulpet process.
ihc rundina model is used ,|S ,i strategic
Pennine, tool ana can be adjusted and reused by
annual needs ol the L niverslty,' said Assistant \ P
for Budget Management I Vine stamp.
I his yeai s sdfUSlrnenl calls (or tuition to rise
to over $3330 .1 semester tor in-sljte Students
enrolled in 12 or more Credit hours For the
same credit hours, out-of-etata students will pay
almost 917,400 for the rear, according to the
)MU web site. The newest increase is m addi'
(um to last year's Increase ol more than S200 per
semester.
lor many students, these increases seem

Prices for everything go up ever) year, it
BeemSj junior Heather ( aidwefl ssid- I don't
think there is re.illv anything aba the) can do"
Most ot the rectors Influencing tin- current
model .ire not under |ML 'sCOTItrot ihase Lin hide
changes in enrollment state funding and mandates snerg) and utJIit) coats facilities costs rot
more than wo buildings on campus and other
additional external market coats, sccording to
Stamp rhe I niversit) must also take into consWer.ition salary wureases and benefit rates lor over
1,000 full- arid part-time facuft) members
A lot goes Into the University, which could
end up increasing expenditures/ graduate student Sabrina Gore said.
luition Includes academic institutional
and personal support for students rhis sup
port Includes places such as the Counseling and
Student Development Center, the Wilson Learning
Center, the seventeen general computer labs, and
other resour.es
rhe) have to tii the need/' CakhveU said
"I'm sure most ichools do it."
'I he Board ot Visitors approval follows <» sirnii.ir decision in the Virginia Cornmunlt) College
system to Increase its tuition bi " percent .is well
Wiih the coal ot living today, and additional
students each year, It's no surprise thai the tunds
have to come trout somewhere," (.lore said.

It's Your Future

THE MILL

MAKE

#
GREAT PRICE
..-.fl. GREAT LOCATION
TL
The Mill i
GREAT SIZE
APARTMENTS M
_ -Jl!\™2 mmZZf^mL.^
v iy
GREAT SERVICE
V
GREAT PLACE
The Mill Apartments
11 -A South Avenue
Harrisonburg
540-438-3322
www.thgmlllapts.fnm
themillaptsi^yahoo.com
Call for Availability

Tilition to increase

IT

COUNT

BRAND NEW TOYOTA

200

Leading the industry in hybrid tenrhnotogy •
Bluetooth wireless technology. Smart Key System,
backup camera & federal tax twwtitsl

Everyone has their reason to dnve a hybrid Some want to save gas. some want to help save the
planet Now Toyota is offering a College Graduate Financing Program that puts cash in your
pocket and lets you DRIVE FREE FOR 90 DAYS' So what's going to be your reason'

Call Steven Toyota Today 1-800-TOYOTA-2
Drive a hybrid tonight!
t=T

Hours:
Ron Turner, Community Manager
Mon-Fri 9A-5P
Professionally Managed by
Sat 10A-2P or by appt.
Weisz Properties, LLC

2970 S. Main Street • Harrisoiibiiru

> 540-434 1400
1 800 TOYOTA 2

Sales optn 7 days
a week Inducting
Sunday 13 til v

Pom and Service Open Mon-Fri 7'30am-6pm. Saturday Bom-5pm
-. il(thf pi/'htt.'

Alone.
Scared.
Pregnant?
Free and Confidential
Pregnancy Tests

Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center

Call 434-7528

Li(lta(ia
"Pizza & Pasta

Caters
Perfect for...
Entrees include:
Graduation Celebrations,
Chicken Parmesan
End-of-the-Year Parties,
Lasagna
and MORE!
Baked Ziti
Penne alia Vodka, etc. Call for full menu
(each tray serves
8-10 people)
Private Room
Available

540.433.1113
1039 Port Republic Rd.
(in the Food Lion
Shopping Center)
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House Editorial

The Best of What's Around

There's hope for the Hokies ERASE racISM
As tragedy shakes the campus of Virginia Tech, questions
and concerns are raised about ethical media coverage
We have all seen, heard or read the new*.. In tact.
the news has been inescapable the past few dav I
television channel**, Web sites, newspapers and radio
shows have needlessly belabored the tragedy that
\ irginil Tech experienced earlier this week
Massacre. Rampage. Shooting spree. These words
have infected the headlines, drawing all eves to
Blacksburg. The attack was the most lethal campus
shooting in history, and the media has coined the incident the "college Columbine."
As a newspaper, we are familiar with toeing the fine
line between tasteful and disrespectful photos and Stories. I he tragic events that unfolded on Monday have
caused us to take a step back and examine whether or
not the news coverage over the past few days has been
appropriate or |ust insensitive and overkill.
News outlets seem to prev on t raged v. I V screens,
front pages and radio have chosen to focus on the
emotional and dramatic events concerning the Hokie
community. Camera crews and news reporters have

It was appalling to watch a live interview on CNN
when a reporter asked s lech student how he felt when
he was notified thai his Mend and roommate had been
killed. Obviouslv, he was devastated that he lost his
close companion, but asking him to relav such personable and raw emotion tO millions of Americans is
limpl) callOUS< I he intrusive investigations do not stop
here A reporter even attempted to enter the deceased
shooter's room in search of evidence that would affirm
the media's accusations, but thankfullv a hall monitor
had the decencv to shoo the reporter awav
JMU should be commended for its timely response
to the incident and for the overwhelming support it
has exhibited to Virginia Tech and our own community. Over the past two days, I Ml lias ottered a campuswide moment of silence, a candle-light vigil and an
invitation to counseling opportunities.
As President Rose said, "it is impossible for us to
fully appreciate the pain and grief of the families, the
students, the faculty and the staff who have so per-

Student organizations host campaign to
eradicate misjudgment and prejudice
■YCRAIG FINKCISTEIN

senior writer
The phrase from my childhood
used to work so well: "Sticks and
stones may break my bones, but
words will never hurt me." However, while the "sticks and stones'
aspect of racism may no longer be
as prevalent, the "words will never
hurt me" part has magnified to make
up for the loss of the surface-level
part of racism.
This week there are several
campaigns to help raise aware
ness about issues of racism, ethnic
hatred and sexism. ERASE-1SMS is
a week-long event sponsored by the
Multicultural Women for Change
that focuses on "erasing -ISMS"
that many on campus may have
silently endured. Hillel is also sponsoring events in accordance with
Holocaust Remembrance Week to
educate students about the Holocaust.
Our
society
has come
along
way since
the time
period ot
the Holocaust,
American
slavery
and other
historical
events
that have
sub|ected
groups to
persecution because of ethnicity or religion. Instead, racism in its inherent
form has become more confined to
less obvious tactics than previously
witnessed, and it is these methods that are even more difficult to
eradicate.
Poi many students, KRASE-ISMS
might seem unnecessary because
JMU is a very friendly campus
where racial slurs and physical at
tacks could never happen. Howev er.
I am sure several people have had
the displeasure at some point in time
of hearing racist jokes or comments
spew ovit ot the mouths of students
who think thev are funny, while joking around with those who are not of
the targeted culture.
Oftentimes, individuals who
make racial slurs or comments usually defend themselves by stating
that they are in fact not racist, but
lust fooling around, and their friend
so-and-so is black, Jewish, and so on
This defense is completely absurd
given that anyone who would even
conceive making racial jokes in one
group and then claiming to have a
friend of that race is a pnony. Whether the criticism is made directly to

a black person or said behind his
or her back, whether jokingly or
seriously, viui are ,i racist to even
allow those thoughts tO cloud vour
ignorant mind.
Other situations where MUMH
net mi to have become more widespread are the examples ot \lu hael
Richards and Mel Gibson. While
i Sftbson claims to have been intoxicated and Richards claims tu have
lOSrt his cool, the fact that either of
these two individuals even had those
thoughts in their head shows that
inside they actually thought them to
be true. Anvone who is going to justify using racial slurs or comments
during .1 heat-of-the-moment ordeal
is simply attempting to conceal his
or her real inherent pretudi.e-. If
you aren't truly racist towards a
group or culture, then vou won't
e\ on have those thoughts — drunk.
angry or otherwise.
< veil the recent Don Imus
incident.
S lot of
debate
has been
revolving
around

It is our responsibility to not sit
back and tolerate instances of
religious or racial hatred when the Issue
tree
it is seen or heard. Wfiile those Ofspeech.
What
who engage in these types of
everyone
acts are atrocious indhnduals, I seems to
confuse
feel those who sit back and
- the
remain silent when they know it ofHoSon
free
is occurring are even ivorse.
rpeech

prowled around the campus to provide in-depth
Coverage and a Slew Ol special reports tor the audiences, showing the true effervescence of the media in
order tO tug the heartstrings ot those touched b\ this
tragedy. With increased media technology, news media can provide the public with video and sound clips
that can develop the narratives of students, faculty,
and familv members into a monumental chronu le.
This accusation is particularly applicable to the
24-hour cable channels that have broadcasted nothing
else tor the past three days. CNN has hosted a deluge
ol interviews and lengthy reports, highlighting the
hardship that lech is experiencing.
Sources quoted in major media outlets such as
Hinghn Po$l still seem inconclusive of many
crucial pieces of the puzzle. Questions still linger
regarding the motives of the individual who took
so man) lives, rhe media almost instant!) panned
(ho Seung-Hui, the shooter, as a macabre aficionado
v* ith a dark personality and hostile tendent leS. Other
details ot the developing storv wen rushed to print,
disregarding possible bias and the need to thoroughly
check tacts before publishing. This rushed dispatch of
facts degrades the credibility of the news the media
presents to the public.

tonally experienced the anguish and remorse associated with |Monday|."
It JML is incapable of comprehending the grief of
those affected bv the Tech tragedy, how thoroughly
can distant reporters s\ mpathize with the personal
anguish ol the \ ictims' familv and friends'
It's doubtful the nSWS media is aware of |ust how their
all en.ompassmg .overage is not allowing the wounds ot
those who have lost loved ones to heal. What is even more
alarming the tact that it cashes m 0TI v Icwer's vulnerability.
Onecanonk wonder it this is the exclusive incentive for
such extensive .overage ol events like this
While we should praise the news for relaying the
facts of the incident to*an otherwise unknowing nation, the way the media unmercifully pervades the
lives and plav I H ith the emotions ot those influenced
by the happenings at lech is inexcusable. The extent
to H hich the media .overs events, specifically events
that are still so sensitive, trivializes the tragedy and
turn such disasters into marketing tools to engage the
greatest number ot viewers
I he news media should have more respect tO those
it has Continuously and carelessly show cased this
week, and take two steps back from broadcasting the
despondency that afflicts the \ irginia lech community.
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Defeatism can't be trendy

J

notion
in the
Constitution. When the Constitution
M .is written, the idea ot tree speech
was simply to protect citizens from
. n ti.i/ing their government openlv.
without fear of autocratic repercus
sionv Iree speech is not a license
to veil fire in a crowded theater or
to sayanv racist remarks when you
want to; there is a decency issue
that many seem to forget
It ii Everyone's responsibility to
imt sit back and tolerate instances Of
religious or racial hatred when it is
seen or heard. While those who engage in these tvpes ot acts ire atro
cious Individuals, i (eel those who
sit back and remain silent when
they know it is occurring are e\ en
worse it was those w ho sat back
and did nothing while people were
being persecuted because of their
religion or race who W ere partly
responsible (or the Holocaust and
0tlier instances ot massive geno.ide
because nothing was done to stop
it- Everyone can do his or her part
to Mop the violence before it ever
an) thing more than the
v\ or.lv we speak.

Craig Finket$iein is a otniot inter*
national affair* mafor.

o> Pats online at thebretie.ors> ore-mail
sSubmit
"h Parts
submissions tu bretzedp^hotmjil.com.
Parts er Pats are subrmtttd anonymously and are printed
on a spate-awtlable RMS) Submkthm am bases' upon
one person's opinum t>f a $HYH situation. ptrtOH Of
event, and do not necessarily reflect tlie truth.
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The current overwhelming sentiment of the American public
is about as fashionable as Ugg boots in the month of June
II.

K vuiKis

MANNING

Contributing writer
Amem ans sure love trends
Whatever is "in" or fashionable or
mainstream is at the top ot our list
But the current tad among much of
the tmerkan public, as well as many
Ol our elected leaders, is much more
disturbing than the resurfacing ot
popped-collars. I here seems to be S
trend ot defeatism in this country, and
notonl) Is it hurt) uncharacteristic ol
this nation, it's extremely
dangerous as well
I his country is known
tor its resilience and tor its
abihtv to make the best ot .1
had situation. Most rccentlv.
we bounced back after 9/II,
H hen we turned one of the
largest tragedies in I S his
torv into a chance to unify
across lines ol politics, religion and raOB. \ow we have
a chance to demonstrate our
resilience with the situation in Iraq No doubt the
. Ircurnstances an1 anything
but ideal, but all hope is not
lost
and neither is the war. That is,
unless we allow that to occur
(. ertainlv America is ta.ing a
difficult struggle against powerful insurgent v and terrorism in Iraq (more
difficult than onginallv anticipate.!)
But that is pradaeli the reason we
cannot Jive up the fight John McCain
superbl) stated the realit) ot the situ
ation dunng his speech .it \ Ml List
Wednesday, saying" whether or
not .il Qaeds terrorists were a present
dangei In Iraq before the war. then
is no disputing thev are there now

and their leaders recognize Iraq as
the mam battleground in the war on
terror." Did American presence in
Iraq draw terrorists into thecountrv }
remaps. But American presence in
our own nation drew terrorists Into
America Extremists hate us whether
we're in Baghdad or Boston.
Once again. McCain hit the nail
OR the head "In Iraq today, terrorists
have resorted to levels of barbarism
that slunk the world, and we should
not be so naive as to believe their

who have dedicated themselves to
this 1 SUSS, and our nation as a w hole
A good percentage of Americans
heheve we are losing in Iraq, and that
implies that someone else is winning
Who is that someone else' I he terrorists. Let me say that again: if the US is
losing in Iraq, that means the terrorists are winning. If we lose all hope
and determination now, we forfeit the
game We allow extremists to create
another stronghold imm which to
attack the United States When did it
become mainstream to Mcept such an outcome?
It is not the American
spirit to surrender a worthy
goal Perhaps this war was
not begun legitimately, but
we re not fighting in the
past we re lighting in the
present And right now
there is much at stake in
Iraq Withholding funding from our troops in an
attempt to Wind things
doM n doesn't support
their original mission; it
negates their efforts h\
quitting before their job Is
completed. Demanding timetables tor
Withdrawal demonstrates halt-hearted determination we'll hang around
tor a while, but if the terrorists |USt
WOn'l give up, oh well. We tried.
I et us not forget that it's impossible
to win anything
whether it's a war or
a basketball game- If youVe expecting
to lose 1 don't know whan it became
fashionable toexpecl defeat and hope
for surrender, but I prav this unllaltcr
ing Amencan tmnd doesn't last long
kathiyn MSffffJlMJ ft) a junior histon
and polHiad 1 fewe ma/or

So do we just give up? Do we
just throw our hands in the air,
call Bush a lying idiot and foam
at the mouth at the thought of
the 2008 elections? I suppose we
could, and that's what many
citizens and members of
Congress have chosen to do.
intentions are limited solelv to the
borders of that country We AmenCanS are their pnmarv enemv. ami we
Americans are their ultimate target

Si do we t"s' give up? I to we iust

throw our hands in the air. call Bush
a Iv mg idiot and foam at the mouth
at the thought ot the 2TO8 elections?
I suppose WO Could, and that's what
mam cili/ens and members ol ( on
gress have choSCfl \>< di> However.
such behavior commits an injustice
against the Iraqis who desire freedom
and democracy the American soldiers

A "way-to-show-vour-love-andhuman-spirit" pat to Dr. Warner and
all those in attendance at the vigil
Tuesday night.

A "thanks-for-the-helping-hand"
pat totlieguv at luesdav a .aiullehght
v1e.1l whuheioped me with sitting and
standing.

From a heain/-hearted senior who felt
comfort in the words of confide
and support from the IMU community

From en appreciattiv senior who
needed the,-\tra flenufjuics flam sere
grippttUj crutches and hei 1.7/ SHOW

A glad I 111 not the onlv one pat
to the girl who drove b\ me on South
Main singing hard and busting SOOM
SSflOUS moves to her tunes
From a funk* gM MHO can t dm*
anywhere without tinging in her car and
j
I l pitgli .1 Mot out of her as NSW H
/is ••>!'• goi a kick out of you.

A "thanks-tor the [uxieh -Nod
tu .itii'ti-and-ev erv thtng-else" pat to
the IMi I'ubin Safer) Office and its
dedicated eniplovees tor keeping us
as safe

A v ou are-too-kind'' pat to the
lady and gentleman who helped me
jump my car — and even took a tew
shocks for the team

A "thanks tor being «»urs»>k'r
dn\ er* pat bo the Eton professor w ho
drove tat home from Greek Sing on
1 hursdsy

From a sophomore who left her light*
on. and thought she KM going to haiv no
way home after her chtnmtryinb

1 oupit Hitch'hiking torofity
1 didn't mind the ndaiiul the
eye cotutu i/os
welt

A "you-will-make it through-this
pat to all ot the brave I lokiCS
From a /amor who will thonyt have -*
Np\ uil pla.e in hn heart for Maroon and

A "thank vou pM to |Ml tor
introducing me to the love ot mv lite

i Inmge

From a grateful senior whonmti tenss usw wwingnttt to ttrvt the IMU
community a-- fv-f SI VOU OJM

Fnm a tove-sfrufJi guy who will
be olotm on ont knee when youflnuth
reading \hit
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Hey Lou Dobbs, this is our country on drugs
The CNN anchorman's recent remarks on the war on drugs were not only incorrect, but unsubstantiated
It SllVt BoRO*sk*

ihowi the depth ol media, governmental
and social ignorance regarding substances
like marijuana. In his recent report, Dobbs
erroneously claims that marijuana causei
cancel and brain damage, two supposed
"facts" that have been consistently shown
to be Incorrect bj an over* helmlngly v atl
body ot scientific research.
Ironically, Dobbs has dubbed himselt a
populist, and yet he supports strengthening
an attack on the American people that has
coat more monej annually than three yean ol
funding tor the current Iraq war. and that has
put 15 million Americans in prison, and that
tamed Supreme Court lustices Sandra I >a\

i onMbuting writer
For decades, .1 silent war has torn the
I mted States apart. Propaganda, hysteria,
manipulation M la. is. partial reporting and
science Has fueled the War on wuu since
Pmidcnl \ixon declared drugs to be "public

enem) number one
The American tradition of demonizing
drugs and those who use them, initiated bv
\i\on, has most recentlv been continued
b\ I OU Dobb'l Ill-researched and alarming
v,TU'S ol report-, on the war on drugs titled
"The War Within." In his reports. Dobbs
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The so-called War on Drugs is
really a war on Americans and
true American ideals. It's time for
society to re-examine these drugs
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Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center
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Our new location at James Madison Square
Monday Friday: 10am 11 pm, Saturday:10am-9pm, Sunday: 12pm-9pm

pony's

for their therapeutic, creative and
spiritual potential and stop
persecuting people for their

choice of lifestyles.
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Caribbean Tan

0( on nor ,uu1 C I a re me I hotTUM h«V« dispeoples have alreadv known for centuries
sented with in the 2005 case Gonzalei
- main ol the plants considered illicit drugs
In fact, the drug war is thought to have cost
and deemed to nai e no medical value bj the
over $1 trillion in taxes to date* and has put
l niled States are .u tuallv powerful medi35 million Americans In prison.
. ines. capable Ol assisting Sick patients in dire
iwvc\ ol help H ithoul the de\ astatine, side
i ontrary to I tobb's questionable con*
«fusions, studies have actual!) shown that
effects commonl) associated with man) manmarijuana has tumor fighting properties and
made medicines.
other health benefits In addition to ilta latNot onh does Dobbs fail to address the
ing symptoms for \ii)s glaucoma and cancer
positive aspects thai recent research has
patients, i recent stud) bj doctors al Ohio
shown regarding various drugs to have, he
State l niversity showed ih.it marijuana nun
also ignores the moral dilemmas centered
also slow or hall the development ol Parkinaround the \er\ heart ol the war on dfllgS
ion's disease and significant!) aid memory in
I he human body, b) v Irtue ol possessing
older individuals In reducing brain Inflama brain, contains endocannabinolds and
mation. Another stud) showed its effectived i met In Itrvptamme. chemlcall made highly
ness against Alzheimer's disease
illegal D) drug war legislation Ever) human
One stud) b) the t niversit) ol South
is in possession ol these illicit substances
Honda's CofsimpK In being
lege ol Medialive rhrOUgh the
cine showed
w ar on drugs, our
that THC the
government has
mam a.tiv e
made the natural
ingredient that
,hemlcals our bod)
produces the
produces, <>'^^
high" in marhence our bodies
ijuana, ma)
themselves, illegal
be capable ol
Drugs, when
preventing the
used appropriately,
spread ol set
have been shown
eral forms ol
time and time again
cancer causing
throughout histor)
viruses, still
to hold priceless
another stud)
value lor generatpublished in
'
ing creative new
tin' November
ideas and assisting
2b"=> issue ol the journal of Clinical IntwsfiMin the age-old quest tor know ledge and self'lowed thai marijuanaeven promoted
discovery. It s time tor so.ietv to re-examine
neurogeneeja, the creation ol new cells in the
these dfllgS tor their therapeuli. | reatu e
brain, .is well .is pro* Ided anti-depressant and
and spiritual potential and stop persecuting
anti-anvieiv effects
people tor their i hoii e ol lifestyles
Ironically, morphine and cocaine, two
I he so-called w ar on drugs is reall) s H ar
drugs n uieiv know n to be addi< live, are
on Americans and true American ideals: the
pursuit ot happiness, the quest tor know ledge
legal lor medical usage, while the federal
government still restricts administering
and creative expression Our government's
pres( riptions tor marijuana, despite its mam
attempt to regulate our conn ioUSneSS is not
medical benefits.
onh a futile waste of billions ol tax dollars
I kx tors are finally beginning to push hard
e\ erj year, but it is a dangerously immoral
lor a., ess |o these drugs previously forbid* rusade that will eventual!) be halted, one
den lor research New research is hnallv
way or another
beginning to reinforce what mani native
Borowshf is a sophomort biology mtjm
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Goals in life
Who knew the lessons learned in
the internationally-played team
sport could be applied to life?
n\

JIM

(.MIIIIH
KM

illed "the beautiful game" lor a number ol reasons
First and foremost most soccer players are verj handsome, and
it's lovely to watch their hard, sew bodies running around the
— uhhh — I mean, tirst and foremost II Is territu tun to play. Hut
SOCCet U also beautiful in the sense that it is. in main respe. ts. I
metaphor tor life.
Indeed I have learned more Ironi soeeer than I have from am
other sport s,» m this column, I'd like to share a few ol the lessons
I have learned Iroin the beautitul game," in hopes that the\ will
help you to a< hieve your goals
I he lirst lOCCer lesson I would like loexpostulate is the idea ot
a chance In soccer, it is damn hard to score ■ goal, for the simple
reason thai there are three or tour defenders >\<i<.\ a keeper, whose
sole object is to prevent you from doing so ^.. soccer teams tr\ to
create "chances, or plays that could conceivabh result in a goal
dike a shot or a comer kuki III the hope that II the) create enough
chances, they will eventual!) score
I he notion ol the "chance has u nt,■ application toother
aspects ol tire I he most obi lous example is in the realm ol dat
Ing and relationships. II fohnnv Lameowltz desperate!) desires
a girlfriend (or just sex), |ohnny should talk to as mam women
as possible, and thus, reate as main .han.es as he ..in It |ohnnv
takes enough chances, he will eventual!) score,
rhe chance-principle is also rtighl) relevant to aspiring
w riters (or artists ol am sort) It letmiler Am hodvow it/ sends

her novel 'Romance Among the Squids to just i<nc publisher,
it is almost certain that the novel w ill be rejected. Bui it |ennlfer
sends the novel to a hundred publishers, the oddfl are prettv
decent that one ol them w ill like "Romance Among the Squids,"
and agree to publish it. It must be a good novel, mind J >>u
lust as | so, ,er forward must have some athletu abililv It he is
ever going to s.ore. but talent is not enough sometimes what is
wanted tor success is perse* erance
Another lesson I have learned Irom IOCCCT is thai "goals" are
much, much easier to achieve ii you work with othei people M
is rare tlnit am pl.ner scores i goal single-handed!) (although
it happens occasional!)i. generall) i goal Is preceded by several
passes, and often it is the pass that makes ihe goal possible |n (he
2iHki World Cup, Argentina scored a wonderful goal against Serbia
when the Argentine side passed the ball -4 times before I steban
( ambiaaso final!) pounded n Into the back >>i the net
Similarly, there are teats m this world w huh i,\n be ,u hieved
onh through teamwork We all knout that the easiest wa) todoi
group prefect is to let your group members do it lor you
Bui good ' rfXt people have Iveii preaching teamwork" at toll
Since vou were 5-yeeJVold. \1\ main point hen- is that 11 you are
not Willing to work as part ol a team, or Bimpl) are nol a verv good
beam player, you w ill not see too mw h put) ing tune m this life
Vet another lesson to be learned Irom SOCCei 1% that s|\ le COUntB
for a lot m this world I heobt lous example is I >av id Beckham,
w ho recent!) signed a $250 million contract to play tot the I A
< ialax) Bei kham is a medioi re defender and not a verj
headei but his spectacular free-kick goals have made nim the most
famous player in the world
Now, don't gel me w rang, I ».w id Eta kham is a fabulous crosser,
a superb comer-kick man and as good a free-kick scorer as currentl) lives, but he is not the best pl.ner In the world nor anywhere
near it Yet his Iree-kuk goals have made him the poster-boy of
world s,« ,,.r

nay Infer from Beckham s story thai it you want to he
noticed, vou would do vtnir work in i conspii uous, and preferabh
a s|»'i tacular, manner I >oiii)> Inglorious work, however usetul or
necessar) it ma) bt. ill nevei put vou on the map I ook at me;
I H rite a column ever) \^ eek. but I am most!) known for the two
or three huge controversies I have generated over the years. Ii vou
want to receive* redII 'or at least recognition) tor your work, doit
w iih Mvle. Oral least do it in suchd rtat as in .tttr.ii i attention
rhe final and most iniport.Mil less* i
IS tlllS SIM, i

b'.hnuian
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Editorial Policies
Responses to all articles and opinions
published in The Breeze are welcomed
and encouraged. I etters should be no
longer Ihan 250 words, must include a
name, academic year, major and phone
number for verification and can oe emailed toopinion9lhebTeeze.org or mailed
to MSC 6805 Gl, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburc, VA 228(1/'. The Breeze
reserves the rlgnl to edit all submissions
for length and grammatical style.
Tlte house editorial reflects the opinion of
the editorial board us a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any
individual staff member of The Breeze.
Editorial Board:
Mary Frances C/arstv, editor in chief
Evan Dyson, managing editor
Anna Young, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff or lames Madison
University.

Myths of conservatism
Receiving almost as much negative PR as Bush himself. Conservatives
try to redeem their ideology by busting a few political fallacies
»v

NICK HCMFNWAY

Rooty Mountain I
After debating politics tor so many years,
I can almost always predict the response
ot those who disagree with me. I know the
names I will be called, and I know eva.tlv
how the truth will be spun. However, there
.ire several reccurnng accusations I, along
with my fellow crjtistivatlves, regular!) rat <■ I
thought this might be a gotnl time lo address
some of these conservative "stereotypes" that
I encounter far too often.
Myth si: Conservatives love Bill O'Reilly.
For the life of me, 1 cannot Itgure
out why people automatically assume I
am an O'Reilly fanatic just because I am
conservative. The truth is, I strongly dislike the man. Just as he himself routinely

Kitchen Classics Restaurant
Eat In, Take Out or Catering
49K Inhrnin Mini. Ilarriwiiihurg, W
I l2-(i:HiH. (Across from (OSTTOI

"Food that is fresh
for a price that is less"

pnM laims, Mr CReill) is .i moderate, or .it
least something similar. He supports civil
unions, is weak on abortion, and his ^ lew ol
gun ovi nen is somewhat suspicious. I he only
waj I rationalize trie existence of this mj ill
is that people either don't know much about
Bill O'Reilly, or they don't actually know
what it means to be consen atJve
M) th -2 Conservatives hate the poor.
i hi-, myth, as clever n it may be, has been
perpetuated b) liberal politicians foi decades
Most prominentl) linked to taxes, n e conBen atives belies e that people should receive
tax relief according to now the) contribute
rherefore, tin- wealthy, who pa) the maforit)
ot our taxes, should receive the maforit) ol a
tax , ut ii is not hard m.iih, but it is routlnel)
distorted into .i • lass warfare accusation.
Alto included In this debate ia the welfare
system Wet onsen atii es believe that our
current welfare sj stem is too lull of loopholes
and Inefficiencies to legitimately help those it
wai - reated for. Additionally, conservatives
beliei e thai people, no m.iicr what their bat t
ground, have the power to create their own
American dream. Hie only required resource
is hard work and determination, something
everyone can control
Myth 13 Conservatives love "Big I vil
( orporations "
It seems like ever) political debate I get
Into eventuall) degrades into my counterpart
claiming thai I |ust wanl "corporations' to
rult- the world, not tin' people I his i-. i
mi favorites. Somehow, people have this idea
th.it businesses are evil robots up in the Bkj
or something equivalent. Businesses are made

up ol people, just like you and me, 11-<
tin1 same rights and responsibilities as ^ ou
and I do. I or rurthei explanation, i sue
the movie ream \mcrica; World Pol
We conservatives will often fignl in the
. orner ol those competing in the business
world because we believe th.it ,i free market
and th«- entrepreneurial spirit ol
whal makes our country great and lead to oui
success as .i nation
\l\ th =4 Conservath es don'l care about
the environment,
I his iin ih is absolutely false. I would
contend thai man) conservatives hold the
environment higher than liberals do. Liberals
vievi the environment as a flimsy entit) thai
cannot be touched Conservatives believe thai
God's creation is an incredible gifl thai
bust and beautiful .it tin- same time. We
II i redil tor its ability to adapt and interact
with its inhabitants, including human
seek to hunt and tish responsibly, and enjo)
the great outdoors to its lull potential.
M\ th =^-» onservatives don't like Mt
I Ins one ma) in- the worst ol all, mostly
because il is flat-oul w rong, it cat
pected thai during a debate on immigration
reform, someone will be tailed a racist I Ins
usuall) happens when arguments run thin.
I he fact is thai we don't hate Mexicans ai
all, |ust because we ask people to follow the
law does not mat e us r,u is! lb steal at
from I tennis Miller, i welcome an) ract
our countr); I iusi ask thai you sign tht
book ^M the way in,
\nk Hemenwau ia it i olun i
Slate Univemtu . Rock\ Mountal
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GAMES cm
PUZZlES

SUPER CROSSWORD
1

63 Winner
64 Altar answer
65 Actor Vigoda
66 Adroit
68 Velvety plant
70 Theater section
72 DC figure
73 Dental appointment,
tor some
76 Part 3 of remarkolo
78 Circular, e.g.
80 For each
81 Tibetan monk

Flames
25 Musical of "Tomorrow"
26 Swit co-star
27 They may be frozen
29 Dweeb
31 "Bom in the _" ('84 hit)
32 Neat as _
34 Pan 2 of remark
38 Jeopardize
42 Fairy-tale start
43 Base stuff?
44 TVs "The _ Squad"
45 Johnson of
"Brief Encounter"
47 Rainbow shape
49 Where to find edelweiss
52 Shopper's Shangri-la
54 Napoleon's cousin
57 Quilled critter
61 Winning

83 Ceremony
84 Conceal

1

3

17
22

23

26

FRIENDLY HBBKR
ACROSS
I Balaam's beast
4 Spud
9 Passing fashions
13 Swerve
17 "Mighty _'a Rose"
18 Physicist Joliot-Curie
19 Rick
20 Correctional
22 Start of a remark by
Milton Berle
24 Where Devils right

2

■ 32

121
124
127
130
132
134
135
136
137
138
139

San Luis
CA
"Them!" critters
Actor Christopher
Incited, with "on"
Bud of remark
Designer Donna
Card or bill
Mrs. Ethan Frome
Kauai keepsake
Lovett or Waggoner
"Eat your dinner
dessert!"
140 "Rawhide" role
141 Fashion monogram

38

b

b

■

■34

33

44

4b

52

■1 "

62

73

85

1

94

93

8,

DOWN
1 Utah resort
2 Comic Mort
3 Vamtxise
4 Ascot or bolo
5 Set up
6 "Guarding "
('94 film)
7 Hazzard County
deputy
8 Extend a subscription
105 Spellbound
9 In place of
I ( IN Word with candy or copy 10 Steed or Peel
111 Labors
11 Alice's restaurant?
II I Part 4 of remark
12 Barbecued
118 Connecticut campus
13 loser's locale
H9USNrank
14 He's a doll
120 Leave
15 Boredom

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Is Giving Away $100 CASH!!!
James McHone Jewelry will be giving away $100 Cash
to one person wearing any James McHone T-Shirt.
Tuesday April 24th at 3:30 p.m.
In front ofWilson Hall on the QUAD
Still do not have a T-Shirt? Visit us Downtown
75 Court Square next to Bank of America and www.ntchonejewelry.com

Special Student Rate*

2 Locations

109

116

1

128 129

'

if) Pants measurement
19 He's dropped a few
bricks
21 Wife olJacob
23 Daddy

2s Even if, informally
30 Narcs'org
3 \ Business ahhr
35 Rent-_
36 Pores) lather
37 Corduroy ridge
38 Madame Hovary
39Wyleof'ER"

40 Choose
41 Loaded
46 Battle site of 183648
Prepare the champagne
50 Part of a process
51 Dignified
53 Stow
55" -propre iscll-cs
teem)
56 Massachusetts town
58 Tokyo, former!)

■ 121
;

,30

2b
31
36

3/

: i

■

,3b
,39

30

bb

*

71

70

■

I

FH

"
■89

90

ll 1

102 103

I

J,

92

,2b

vt~

104

112

110 BJH

i

bl

FM

"
S4

■ 101

•H

134

1

l\

58

)8

87

100

■ 120 I

138

j

57

69

1■

■99

,.

20

49

|

■96

113 114 115

■

48

/;

95

119

4/

63

■86

9b

12/

56

68

82

1b

43

55

■

67

■ 105

85 Sedan season
86 Maglie of baseball
87 Crete's capital
89 Beardless dwarf
93 "A Christinas Carol" name
96 Cocktail ingredient
97 Breaker
98 "Kismet" character
99 Bit part in "Cleopatra"'.'
101 Mythical weeper
104 _ Pan Alley

35

■<:,

63

74

"

41

14

13

30

29

46

66

11

"

28

40

80

1■ 1
10

9

24

39

61

■w

a

7

^
1.

117 H

H118
■ 124

122 123

1 U

,33

1

,3b
140

59 Cowboy's critter
60 Fellow
62 Distribute the deck
67 Instant
69 Indian lute
71 Write BagnoW
73 Crude cartel
74 Pashionabl) nostalgic
75 Nighl vision.'
76 "Big I hree" site
77 October Revolution
name
79 Deliberate
s:
tai (rum cocktail)
84 Mist
88 Give of)
90 Without complaining
91 Sinister
92 Desires
94 Skater Lipinski
95 Grouch
96 Petty dash'
IOO'6SJr Walker & the
All Stars hit

,3,
,4,

102 New Jersey city
103 _ Marie Saint
106 Raven maven'.'
107 Prom wear
109 _ Island
110 Society miss
H2Sitka'ssi
113 Escapade
114 Perfect
I IS Abrasive substance
I16_lily
117 Posh
122 Queens stadium
123 Artist Mondrian
I 25 Stocking stutters '
126 Besmirch
128 Actor Kilmer
129 Compass pt
131 Author Umberto
133 Helium or

hydrogen

See today's
answers online
, , at

tlwtireeze.org

Unique Nails

243 Naff Ava
(Behind VWtay Mail)

-540.442.8883-

& MINI STORAGE
Private Storage Rooms
24 7 Access

Secure
Facilities

433-1000

Gift CtrtiftcAtu A. Qrtuf SptcUU ttvtUUiU, c*Ufor tUtiiU.

IA

Manicure & Pedicure

Fill Ins

$28

$13

w/ Whirlpool Tub

Full Set

$20 -

Now taking appointments for graduation!

The Largest Nails Salon in Town

rinerrentals.com
540-438-8800
NEED A PLACE TO CALL HOME FOR 2007-08?
1,2 & 3 BEDROOM UNITS STILL AVAILABLE!
Franklin St.
Large 1
bedroom
$600

Westport Village
4 bedrooms
3 baths
furnished
Roosevelt
Square
4 bedrooms
2 baths
furnished
Across from
Memorial Hall

Please keep us in mind for the 2008-09 SCHOOL YEAR!
LEASING begins in November 2007.
Hunters
Devon Lane
I

3 bedrooms
3 full baths
3-story townhome

Ridge
4 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
1 level top
floor units

Old South
High
Various Houses
4-7 bedrooms
all located within
2 miles of campus

Various Houses
4-7 bedrooms
older homes with
many updates

Mason St.

Madison
Manor
2 bedrooms
2 private baths
fireplace
on bus route
College Station]
4 bedrooms
2 baths
3 level-condos
■ washer/dryer
furnished

1

A&E

Kditor: Kelly l-'ishci
\SSIM;UII IAIHOI Megan WUIiinu
bmuaiuQgntailjxm

1340)3684131
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What's going on
around here?

Group brings smooth jazz to Artful Dodger
The Jenny Nolte
Sextet has weekly
gig at local venue

6
arts

ni

The JMU undergraduate art
exhibition will run from April
24 to 29. The exhibition will
be available to view during
regular gallery hours.

«
IIIUbK
• Faculty Radial

KAIIIIIIN. HIUKIM.

staff writer

• Sawhill Gallery

The members of the Jenny Notts Sextet chill
out at the Artful Dodger every Monday night.
They entertain patrons each week and the
sextet hopes to release an album soon.

I he lights arc dim. The soft,
crooning voice of fenny Nolle enchants (he audience and two patrons wait/ across the small floor of
the Artful Dodger. The Jenny Nolte
Sextet, led by senior vocalist fenny
Notts and lead instrumentalist Rob
ert I'viie, is a student group that began at JMU's jazz combo auditions
in the fall and now has a regular
weekly gig at the Artful Dodger on
Monday nights.
'They've got classit songs, .nut
then they have... ama/ing BOnga thai
make you want to melt into your
seat," said freshman Maggie Park.
"Sometimes, the heat IS SO strong you
|ust have to get up and dance." She
then proved her point by beginning a
wait/ around the Moor with her friend.

to the amusement of many in the audience.
Although tha atmosphere of the
Arttul Dodger is very relaxed with
dim lights and candles «>n the small
tablet, it is not considered highly unusual for a few people to start dancing when then/a an especially good
band playing Most people, however,
.ire sitting around casually on sofas,
armchairs or at tank's citing and
chatting quietly, or |iist watching the

hand play.
Ihe audience had many complimentary things to My about the band.
"They dot lot of standards; it's not
avant-garde like the other groups,"
s.nd senior Hilary Pauli. "And because they have a female vocaftst,
they're more prominent, more organized."
Nolte commented on what it
was like beiii)', the Onl) temale in the
group. Although she is mainly the
group's vocalist, ihe also plays the
trumpet or flugelhorn on a few instrumental pieces
"I fed like one <>i the guvs... becaute wen- all instrumentalists," Nolte
said. Her favorite tunes include "SeAot

Blues" and "My Funny Valentine."
Nolte is not the only multi-talented member of the band. Senior
William Kenlon can be found playing drums and piano, and he also
plays vibes and several other instruments, though not in this group.
Pyne plays alto as well as tenor saxophone, and the other band members
include Aaron Walker on piano, Patrick White on guitar, and Peter Jones
on electric bass
The band originally got the gig after
a school-sponsored |am session. Chris
I Kill, tlic manager and bartender at the
Artful Dodger, remembers the band's
first performance.
I he] tame in and played... and I
liked the way they sounded, so I asked
them to come back and play again,"
Hall said. "We have a lot of jazz groups
- we reallv cater to the ia// kids at
JMU."
Hall says the gmup is good for
business.
"1 know they're good, and they
draw a crowd," he said.
According to saxophonist Pyne,
set JAZZ, pap 12

Soprano Dorothy Maddison
and Patricia Brady, on piano
will perform on April 22nd

Third time's
a charm for
indie band

'ALL MY SONS'

at Anthony Seeger Hall. The
concert begins at 1 p.m. and
is free.

proves flawless' en stage
•

'All My Sons' at
Latimer Shaeffer

Arthur Miller's classic play is
being performed at latimer
Shaeffer theatre. The produt
lion will run from April 17 to
21. The show starts at 8 and
costs S6 with your JAC card,
S8 general admission.
•

'Prometheus'
at Theatre II

Miller's production tackles
tough issues of lying, death
BY F.ll/AiHH

DANII.1

contributing writer
Although it has been a hard week for the JMU community, the show must go on for the cast of Arthur ViiliI lu- emotionally charged play centhe Keller family, a group of people dealing with
lies, (ove and death
Joe, the patriarch, has a dark secret that everyone uncovers by the end of the play. The rest of the action occurs in response to what foe has done.

I display is (lawless and the entire production
plete. Casting could not have been better; the set is beau-

tiful and complex and the acting is perfection.
It is difficult to say which actor's character steals the
show because they all do Each scene will astound the
audience with another character's magnificent performance. The emotion delivered by the actors show their
talent and a deep understanding of the play.
"It's going to be a different show even night
Dan Crabtree said.
Mw can't help but relate to |the Tech tragedy|."
The war theme of the play also brings a sense of
importance to the subject matter. Senior Brynn Dorsey
says that because her own family members fighting in
Iraq, she knows that her family "goes through the same
emolion|s|" as kate, her character.
Ihe production phenomenally represents the 40s
through costumes, lighting, props and the set. The

see SONS, page 5

JMU's theatre department
will be performing this classic greek play by Aeschylus
April 24 to 28 at the

April 23. Tickets will also be

'Buro,:*
S> "An Inconvenient
Trtrtli"
Court Square Theater will
be showing the Academy

Senior
Brandon
Ferraro and
Junior McLean
Fletcher
portray the
characters of
Chriss Keller
and Ann
Daever In
Miller.,
production.

S6 at the door and S4 with
a student ID. The evening
will begin at 8 p.m. with the
movie showing and a discussion will follow.

• DJ Night at Isis

Cafe
Enjoy some hip hop, house
and Egyptian music at the
dance party tonight, os well
as some hookah at one of the
'burg hippest new hangouts.

# Finnegan's Cove
Catch the luens of local
musician Jimmy 0 tonight at

MINDIWI Mill III

Irvin's CD has orguiial lyrics, sweet melodies
80 One Records
artist keeps things
unique on album

Saiiceno on bass Ihis trio has collaborated to CieatS a self de** nbed sound
Of ' lames l.nlor twisted up with [aSOn
\lta/ | ifa thins and Hen holds piaiii-

BY ( UiHII. I I l< lllrll

companied
with
sweet
melodies
One goal he had (or

contributing write
With move-OUl dl) around the
Comet most "' "s are in search of the
peffeoteoundtrack for the long car ride
home
I ook no lurtlier, because **•
i rne Records artist Eddie < sin ir^ In is
sure to get the |ob done w ith his album,
life Dk Life Dedicated
M piai
tals, creating tin- smooth,
IH.tll. piano poprock sounds throughout the album.
When playing live. Irvin is supported
bv the musk al expertise of Mm Michael
kronstam on dninis and Phil Went

Ufe Ok Lffe Dedicated is toll of 13
uni«|ue and solid tracks. Irvin created

original lyrics ac-

the slbuDi MM 1o
produce musk th.it

n Review
Eddie"
Cain Irvin

explores all types of
different emotions
and he eert.imK
60 One Recirds
managed to attain
artist
that goal with this
album. It pnivides 38 minutes ol easy
listening and engaging h lies. According
to Irvm. the progression ol the tr.uks is
Intended to earn listeners on a ride all
Ihe way to the end ol Ihe album."
Although he had previousk written

portions tH the album beJaSS reusing,
the maforitj or Life I He I Jiel todkaasd was
tompleted OVft tin- span i* three months
In die process of finishing tlie t I * IH- cv
chansjed naas eones in fn-sivr nuSerial
lo prorJuOB this ti-p qualiU album Irvin
also asked lor opinions ol tnnuls toiecatVS
iesdhadt on UH* mixes and song order h
vmdescribed their mam bcusaa "keeping
tile album energ\ high h", switching songs
amund aixl creating a BWMl product "
With tlie releaseot tin- album last tall. Ir
unrussjxTitthevoarpnmWngit llxvhave
plaved a vaneh ofshowsinkxiil venues and
\ an. us events I *> the |\U campus.
lime is running i ml to uilch this uk-nl
ed Mo perform before the end of th
so lo get theJaSBSl information -iU«ut up
oanttng shows and dates visit ins Myapaos
page, »n/siuce.ami/riMrumirn*ni or rtl/ieaPUOm, IheC'l) is av.nl.iNe at tin- L I'H
other, located in Warren Hall, or at the

l\u Booketore

Finnegan's Cove as he plays
some classic songs.

% Movie Premelre In Grafton-Stovall Theatre
^'Danny and Brian' Is a 30-mtnute long comedy dm about

Send all events to
breezearts@gmail. com

With one part Kadiohead, one part
Modest Mouse and one part all tneir
own, Menomena manages to create a
work rich in sound, voice and emotion.
In Friend or Foe, the newest Menomena
album, the band shows marked improvement over their previous two albums /
Am the Fun Blame Monster (an anagram
of "The First Menomena Album") and
Under an Hour, released in 2003 and 2005
respectively.
Menomena (pronounced "Meh-nahmah-nah"), consists of Brent Knopf
(keyboard, guitar),
Justin Harris (guitar,
saxophone)
and Danny Seim
Menomena
(drums), who seem
to have matured
with
their newIndie rock
est .ilhum, putting
band
aside their youthful |ubilance and
moving on to heavier subjects. While
the SOflgs may deal with more somber
themes than in the past, they certainly don't lack the instrumental energy
that has become synonymous with

Menomena.

Award winning documentary
by former Vice President Al
Gore on April 20. Tickets are

■v ALEX AUENCHEY
contributing writer

»»«

experimental theatre. Tickets
will go on pre-sale Monday
on sale two hours before the
show and will cost S3.

Menomena's third CD
shows big improvement

.-«re.
a'
iSj m >

metnamphelamlnes. produced and directed by JMU seniors
\+ w
Eric Sotenberger and Patrick CassWy. It wU be shown UHs Sun■as %
^s>"
day at Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission Is free.
"■'

-

-■">'"■..-. n ■••

• ■

Much like a sudden question startles
a davdreamer out of a fantasy, so do the
unexpected crashing of drums yank the
floating, airy vocals of Menomena's songs
back down to earth. With drumbeats and
guitar licks thai seem to spring trom nowhere, Menomena is able to change the
pace of a song quickly from solemn to
fast-paced and then back again just as
easily. In doing so. Friend or Foe often
times feel like a roller coaster of sounds
and emotions, building and rising with
instrumental layers only to come plummeting down in a rush of riffs and drum
kicks
The album begins with a bang as the
Nad song, "Muscle'n Flo," immediatel\ starts with a forcible drum intro that
morphs into various guitars and the lyrIca "I here's so much more left to do/ well
I'm not young, but I'm not through." With
these words, Menomena reveals llgns of
the maturation process the band has undergone, along with the deep introspection that predominates throughout the
rest ol the album.
Friend or Foe then flexes its musical
muscles, with the next few songs being some of the album's peal Ihe most
notable being "The Pelican," a catchy,
guitar heavy song that you can't help
but tap your feet to and "Wet and Rusting," a more light-hearted ditty whose
lyrtCS aren't as pretty as the long lets
on.
Ihe lecond hall ol the album takes a
more meditative turn than the Iirst. Ihe
almost dreamlike songs are lull of rhetorical questions and darker themes, tackling issues such as death, loss and finding one's purpose in life, The incendiary
guitar rifts trom the album s first half are
mellowed here and coupled with saxophones, adding a shadowy, otherworldly
quality to the already deep, metaphorical
lyrics Ihe album ends on a ver\ enigmatic note with a dark, ominous piano
petering out, leaving the listener with
only their thoughts on the meaning ot the
past few SOnCf.
In Fnendor Foe, Menomena manages
to (raft an excellent album by balancing
both introspective thoughts and ideas
with catchy, mesmerizing music. But
you don't have to take mv word for it;
with a name like Menomena. it has to

be good.
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JAZZ: Students help to jazz
Brother Ali preaches
'truth' in newest album up downtown Harrisonburg
Undisputed quality of lyrics,
vocals set album above the rest
B* OWIN Hi fCMNSON
contributing writer

Most press released about underground btsMrt
Brother Ali make note *-i the fan i thai not only is
he a devout Muslim, he is .tn African American
albino one at that. However; regarding IhcUndis
puled Truth, it is even more notebk that this f.ict
does not, even tor one second, threaten to ovee
shadow All's raw raleM or the overall quality of
his .llhum.
The Undisputed Truth marks the Minnesota-bred Brother All's iccond full-length
release ol his career un«■
dernealh
Rhymetayert
L Review
r%
Review Entertainment, the label
co-founded
by
prolifU
underground Mt Slug of
Brother
Atmosphere. Here, Ali offers an often exceptional
Ali
and occasional I) mediocre
***
effort that shows artistic
Undisputed
prowth but fails to live
Truthis bands
up to the "classic' status
second release.
main anticipated follow Ing his stellar 2003 <<« but
Shadows on the Sun.
The beginning one-two punch of "Whatcha Got" and "l.ookin At Me SJdett .iw ' is uri
matched by any other album in recent memory.
The former shows) Ali coming out of the gates
running with a hard-hitting \ erbal assault over
churning power chords and relentless mares
wherein he aggressive!) addresses rivals without resorting to the tired rapt lit ties of gun talk.
On the latter. Ah punishes ,i bass-rWH \ groove
with dense rhymes thai i ome .it .1 frenetic pace,
practicallv forcing one's head to hob and one's
toes to tap.
Album producer Anthonv Davis, better known as Ant. j| one ol the definitive
highlights ot Thi Undisputed Truth, I he two
had previous!) collaborated, but neither
demonstrated the comfort with one another's styles as they c!o now. Ant was digging
through crates ol obscure 70s soul records
long before K.m\e Weal popularized sampling, and he drenches the album with a rich
soultul tone that onl) Luis to inspire on a

few tracks
The momentum continues through "The
Puzzle." which showcases the chemistrv and

sheer energy the combination of Ant and
Brother Ali can produces when both are on top
of their respective games. All's elastic wordpla) bounces back and forth between the beats
of the track to great effect. Ali advises listeners When life leaves you beaten up / don't
lay around in it hurtin' pick them pieces up
/ Cling closely to the people you love / they
your umbrella when the weather tough / See
to it thai vour head is up / If not, just remember this just never let your chest and your chin
touch."
several songs seem like a sale retreat to
standard underground fanfare, be it introspective reflections recounting past struggles
(' Havlight"), or typical battle raps stretched
to over three minutes ("Pedigree"), that find
Ali covering oft-covered ground that even
his superior flow and cadence cannot redeem.
Hut each time The Undisputed Truth threatens to grow trite. All hits the listener with a
track like "Uncle Sam Goddamn," another
unquestionable highlight of the album. The
honky-tonk, harmonica-laden beat shows
All putting his lyrical abilities to good use,
as he gives a scathing indictment of our
country with such lines as "Only two generations away from the world's most despicable slavery trade / pioneered so many ways
to degrade / a human being that it can't be
changed to this day / legacies so ingrained
in the way / that we think we no longer need
chains to be slaves / Lord it's a shameful
display" and grimly jokes that "the grown.ith lation is holding open auditions
for the part of David." The song is a lyrical revelation, and will undoubtedly remind
listeners of Sage Francis' 2001 underground
political masterpiece. Makeshift Patriot.
In light of the recent Don Imus-inspired
controversy regarding the content of hip-hop.
Brother Ali's The Undisputed Truth is a welcome
reminder that the genre is capable of producing thought-provoking, well-reasoned commentaries otl our society that can stand alongside other great musical works from different

genres,
Overall, the album stands out heads .in
shoulders above most current hip-hop offerings, through All's righteous vocals, variety of
qualit) lyrical content and Ant's lush production.

thebreeze.org

; RockiownJjrill \

JAZZ, from page II
they learn new songs even da\ I he group
plays .1 wide variety of music ranging from
swing to funk, 1 sttn, soul and ballads
\.
cording to Pyne, their main Influences .in
Cannonball Adderly, Paul Desmond, Sonny
Rollins and Miles Davis for the 1nstrun1enl.1l
songs Their vocal pieces .ire inspired by Ella
Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaugn, Billie Mohd.n and
I rank Sinatra.
They use their own arrangement of wellknown tunes, and even feature a few original
compositions by their drummer. Ken Ion.
"I he stutt we do here has more of an R&B

fed to it... I don't really have a favorite; any time
we're reall) ooinioftabie up there 1 think we pun
better; KanJon said.
In addition to (heir weekh gift the Kind has
been snoourand to record .1 live 11) tor sale by
the Artful Dodger.
We have recorded two I IK but due to rop
nght laws, we're not sure U we can sell them.
Pyne saidOver (he summer, Pyne hopes to conttlV
ue work on Dion original pie.es tor ,i new t I >.
which may In- released in the fall Ihebaro plays
every Monday night from K to II p mat the \rtml
Dodger on S. Main St

SONS: Classic plays brings
realism to Latimer-Shaeffer
SONS, from page II
characters are clad in picture perfect 40s attire,
with such attention given to detail that junior
Emma Fyffe struggled with a hat that S «hanM ter
mentions is from the 30s, which is | different style
than the ones in the 40s.
The actors thought is was s "really oool experience to do a period piece/ according to junior
Mcl#an Fletcher
l look like my grandmother [in (he .us
tumes|," she said.
Dan Crab tree had only one word to express
his feelings on the costumes "Suspends!
"All My Sons" features a fabulous set designed by hen Nicholson featuring a two-ston
house from the 40s wtdi amazing details again,
nght down to the wallpaper in the kitchen and
the power lines that lead to a meter on '1
of the house
Light design bv Shelly Thiss took much inspiration and colors from \orman Rockwell p.unt-

'

-iI ing a subtle aura ot nostalgia that keeps

■ e believable.

The cast consists of many good friends, which
made the rehearsals earn and fruitful.
"We had a great rehearsal environment, which
can't IH' said tor even show.'' t rabtree said.
Senior Brandon Ferraro s.nd that in rehearsals
' you 0M1 throw something new at [other actors|,"
because the cast is so dose.
"All Mv SoflS* shines as a boautilullv acted
production jam-packed with emotion and unbelievable talent
from production details to the
results ot Pamela Johnson's directing. Ever)
one should BCC this production and witness this
compilation ot talent before BO many in the , ast
graduate.
Arthur Millers "\|| \U Sons" runs through
Saturday night. The show starts at 8 p.m. and
tickets are available for $6 with a JAC Card in the
Harrison Box Office, located in Harrison Hall.
room 110?, 12 to 4 p m through l:nda\

The year is almost over...
grab a copy of The Breeze
while you can!
ftiriutteii
Wai
.ii Round Fun ai this Indoor/Outd

HIRIN
LI I EGUARDS & WATER ATTENDANTS
We will train!
Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Got application online @ www massresortjobs.com
Resort also HIRING full & part-time - year-round jobs!

l
1
■

•
!

■

www.rocktovvngrill.com
www.myspuce.com/rocktowngrill

i

4/20 Celebration

!
!
I

Iron Lion and the Natty Lions
( A Great Local Reggae Band )
Doors Open at 9:(K) PM - $5 Cover

■
■

Saturday April 21st

|

Festival Fest After Party

I Midnight Spaghetti and the Chocolate G-Strings
I
(A Local Funk. Rock-Jam Band)
:

;

GRADUATING?

20'. I livelyn Byrd Avc.
(540)-424-7282

&

The Blue Method
(A Blues. Soul, Rock Band)
Doors Open at 9:00 PM - $5 Cover

CONGRATULATIONS!
Information Technology wants
you to know that your JMU e-ID
and associated e-mail address
(e-ID@jmu.edu) will remain
active as long as you keep your
password current by changing it
through the Accounts Portal
(accounts.jmu edu) every 90
days. This is to provide you
ongoing access to e-campus for
certain functions such as
transcripts, and to give you the
ability to have e-mail messages
forwarded to a non-JMU e-mail
address However, access to
your Webmail account.
Blackboard and other
applications will only remain
active for 60' days after
graduation.
'Actual diaat49 tot. ft 60 dmyt Blt9/ your
rtog/M is conlmrrmd rhwBto/* we list a/i
■i/f >' in imar. 0ot0 ol 60 days otif QiaouM***

For mce information, contact the
JMU Computing HelpDesk at

540-568-3555
or check the self-help web site at
www imu.edu/comDiitina/
heipdesk/seifheiD/eid shtml

Information Technology
James Madison University

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-CAMPUS NEEDS:
o

Make sure your addresses are current
Print your unofficial transcript (now
can be accessed indefinitely with your eID and password) Official transcripts can
now be requested online as well'

TAKE CARE OF YOUR E-MAIL NEEDS:
Setup a new e-mail account with an
Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a free
service provider, such as Yahoo or
Hotmail before graduation
Forward Important e-mail messages
that you want to keep from your JMU
Webmail account to your new e-mail
address. Any remaining messages will
be inaccessible 60" days after graduation
Stf forwarding In Webmail to deliver
new e-mail to your new ISP e-mail
account (click Options. Forwarding, type
in your new e-mail address, then dick
Start). Forwarding will now continue
indefinitely
Change mailing list (Listserv)
subscriptions to use your new e-mail
address
Save your friends' and references' email addresses then send them to your
new e-mail address
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Black Eyed Peas might be New ABC series is all about the cars
losing their hip dance style 'Drive' takes television viewers on wild ride
• v JEREMY CARMONA
The Good Five Cent Cigar
KINGSTON, R.I
— The
lll.uk Bycd I'IMS. who reintroduccd tin- world to . r,i/\
dance
numbers and
oldschool b-hov mmvs, help to
merge theM two trails with
the e\ t'r-so-glamorous Pwgit
in its dcblll .illuim. Bridging
tiir GM
This side of the Hlack Eyed
IV.is Nami to have been forgotten or undiscovered In ,iuoienoN inttoduotd t<> the Kind
on 2003s BUphunk. Key tracks
such .is I «-t's ((l't Retarded'
and "Hev Mama' delighted
tin- m.isses with the rap and
soul infusion.
The Pe.is ■bo cama in full
(on c on its most current album. Monkey Business. "Don'l
Phunk With My Heart' and
"My Humps" helped to propel the solo career of Hergie
and once again captivate new
audiences tor the tanned food
group with junk in the trunk
Bridging the Gap shows
the band testing tin- waters ot
making rap into sort of a play-

ful, funky piece ol art while
trying to maintain the reaped
of the rap community
Instead ot |ust rel\ ing on
flamboyant outhts, oHataeteful
haircuts and innovative nicknames such as will.i.am and
ape. the Black I vrd Peas decide
to go toward a musical experimental approach
Request-I me ts the tirst
result ot this neul\ ilesigned
musit \o.ais fjfom Mac) Cnrj
lend assistance to the tr.uk \~
we .ire (old to call up the request line, echoes of futurist],
rings and chimes am sown in to
play a part ot this creative st\ la
ot rap.
The Black l\ed Peas reallv
hit the mark with this album*
as the hand v\ .is so boldlv
brave enough to take rap to
another level, and to add a
creative and playful tw ist to
the genre.
With the addition ot a te
male counterpart, the Pc.is can

now go about experimenting
with even cra/ier and wilder
bells and whistles, and maybe
even create a whole new Rente
of music

Get your
dose of
The
Breeze
every
Monday
and
Thursday

BY HARRY WAKS-HM.

Tufts Daily
MEDFORD. Mat*.
I here's no point
in pretending otherwise; the main reason "Drive" is so great is that it is almost entirely about cars But the show is
also really smart. It knows that there is
something that is much cooler than really fast cars Alter all, would we watch
"American Idol" if the onlv contestants
were those awful theater kids trom high
school who could sing
[OfllOffOW" in
one breath?
Would we watch wrestling it it didn't
have the backstone- and wasn't fixed so
the strongest didn't alw a\ s u m1 Absolutely not. What makes the cars on "Drive" so
notable is that thev are not lust fast >ars;
the\ are cars with personality that also
happen to drive last
The cars concerned are alt involved
in an illegal cross-countrv road race.
(How cool is that?) The most interesting
car is driven bv tin1 de facto protagonist
(though ale show actually has a very

large ensemble cast), Alex fully, played
h\ Nathan l-illion, best known for his
role as Malcolm Reynolds on "Hrefly."
He drives a beat-up pickup truck (not
one of those SUV jobs -- this is actually
meant to i.irr\ large OMCCtfl Irom one
place to another) and is in the race be-

cause he has reason to believe that his
kidnapped wife will be returned to him
it he wins.
Riding shotgun is a woman of dubious motives, and yery likely Alex's
love interest In this situation, "Drive
sue. esstully takes a page from "l.ost"'s
book (more successfully than, say,
AB( s "The Nine") and introdu.es m
its pilot episode about a dozen characters with questionable pasts, and
takes its time exploring their histories
So tar, the shou has only tlashback'd
one character, the dying father of a
petulant and rowdy teenage girl. You
better believe we're rooting tor them

— he's dying.
I he sennid most interesting car is actually a minivan ot the soccer mom variety.
It's being driven b) a wire fleeing her abusive husband about two days alter she gave
birth to a son whose whereabouts remain
unclear. She drives around vvith a doll in
place ol a bain and acts somewhat irrationally throughout the show, but bv gosh we
do love her. She's not driving toward anything, she s driving av\av trom a painful
past (as we mav believe many ot the KOHl
are)
And yes, the car race scenes are territu I he cars weave in and out ot some
crazy highway traffic, unafraid to bump
into each other and, in the case of a few

drivers, apparently unafraid of an early
demise It's been said that the difference

between Boston drivers and New v>rk
drivers is that Boston drivers are actively rude because thev don't like you,
while New York drivers have only one
goal in mind: Getting where they're going* and nothing but nothing can get in
their wav. You can be run over by either,
but at least know that the New York
driver probably didn't even notice you.
In any event, this dichotomy seems to
exist in "Drive". There are some Bostonstyle drivers and some New York-style
drivers, and we re meant to root (or the
latter.
The motives of the organi/ers ol the
race are extreme!) obscure No clues are
yet given as to why the race exists, why
the prize ($32 million) is so high, or why
the powers that be are so cruel. Is it anything like "It's a Mad
World (l%3), and
the race is held merely for the amusement
ot those in charge? Who even know-.1 We
can only hope that the show's creators
(including "Tiretlv"s Imi Mirjear) have
a long-term plan in mind, further learning from "Lost "s improbable blueprint,
because the show has all the makings of
a long-term hit. Frankly, it doesn't matter
if Alex ey er flnds his wite - |ust watching
him race in that jalopy is reason enough
to tune m

Let's join to support Virginia Tech

DUKES AND HOKIES UNITE.

^Fokfield
Races
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Saturday
April 28, 2007
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Deer Run Apartments offers spacious:
- 2 BR apartment $576
$287.50 per person
2 BR apartment w/ study $660
$325 per person
$200 Security Deposit plus 2 months rent required to hold
apartment for the 07/08 school year
^^^

Tickets $35
Parking $30
• Tickets on Sale at University Outpost or
online at www.foxfieldraces.com
432-0287
tickets sold at the gates;
Must purchase tickets ahead of time

x>

Space Still Available for 2007-2008!

Get tickets soon!

NO
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<*. -

Call 434-3173 for more information
899 Port Republic Road
'» -,

,
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Madison Manor :: More Amenities
Living at Madison Manor offers more amenities, including
an escape from the traffic of other housing options.
•
•
•
•
Check Out More Information (3>

Fireplaces
Pool
Tennis Courts
Plenty of Parking

• Spacious Living
• On Bus Route
• Pet Friendly*

N/vww.OffCampusHousing.com

• Untried • ot Pet Friendly UniU Available • Equal Housing Opportunity Each Coldwal Banket Commercial Omce Is Independently Owned And Opperated

<

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL
FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS
71S Port Republic Road
ll.iirnorilHirq VA 22801

434-5150
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'Disturbia' proves 'Meet the Robinsons9 is a dazzling adventure
to be a surprisingly New Disney film mirrors classics like Toy Story* with its heartfelt story
well done remake
m

ERIN MCCINN

The ObH-nvt
•> AMHI R ORAND
Tkt lariat
WACO. TtXM - IVrh.tp- it
was because of mv low expectations (or "Disturha, but I
was pleasantly surprised b] tinupdated retellingot "Rear Window." starring "It boy" Shia
LaBeouf.
While "Disturbia" is no cinematic masterpiece, it is | tightly constructed and entertaining
teen thriller with a leading .1.
tor whose star is deserved I v on
the rise.
The witrst thing about
DittUlbU" is dehniteK that
•-ilK title, which, along with
the words "updated retelling of Rear Window" seem
designed to keep grown-ups
far awav from any theater
showing this movie, Modernizing one of Hitchcock's clasrica into * high-tech teen Bkh
sounds like an absoluteh ter
rible idea, but the imaginatu c
update actuallv works quite
well.
Kale Hie, In (LaBeouli is
a happy, nice teenager with
a healthv home life, until his
father is killed in a horrific
M ddtttl \"«'t Ins lather's
death. Kale becomes sullen
and withdrawn. One ttt
riv« outburst .it Khool Liter
he's been sentenced to three
months house VfMt
| hvN
fore, it isn't a broken leg keeping our hero trom leaving his
house, as m "Rear Window";
it's an electronic monitoring
bracelet.
After his mom (Carne-Ann
Moss) takes away his TV and
video game console, Kale has to
find creative ways to entertain
himself
Kale enlists the help of his
buddy Ronnie (Aaron Yoo) in
spvmg on the neighbors, Including the scantily clad new
Kirl in town, Ashley (Sarah
Koemer) When Kale begins
to suspect another neighbor,

Mr. Taylor (David Morse), of
kidnapping and murder, Ashley and Ronnie act as Kale's
tytj and ears in the outside
world as he begins to do a
little electronic monitoring ol
his own.
Despite the predictable
plot, director D. J, Caruso
(whose credits are mostly
in television directing, including "I he Shield 1 never
lets the movie meander. The
trio ot triends stalks the bad
guv, sexual tension builds
between Kale and Ashley
and the gOOfy, girl ir.i/ed
Ronnie serves as comic rebel.
CHUM IMM humor well,
inserting it MrlWM needed lO
break tense moments or round
out ..h.ira.ters personalities
"l>isturhia'
has
sever.il
laugh-out-loud funny Kuncs.
MoTM is appropriately sinister
and the teenagers appropriate
K likable
I he Mini's wobbliest point
ll its treatment ot \shle\ She
is a shallow Iv written ili.ii.k t< r.
with corny dialogue in toned
ptCUdO lultt) situations SODM
ot HIT seenes are reminiscent of
an '80s teen sex eomedv UMUCOBKUlly trying to pay homage
to Lolita
"Disturbia
is detmitelv
geared to the younger set
I •■ ters' cell phone ringtones are used tor DUnchcfl ot
drama or humor; the nun le is
chock-full of product pla.e
ments ot things like sugary
madj, portable muslf systems and video games; and
LaBcOtlf is best-known for
his work in I >IMH-V ottenngs
("Even Stevens.
Mules.
I he Creates! Game Evatt
Played").
But
LaBeout s
t.ilent
and charisma, along with a
healthy dose ol suspense and
ius( a little bit ot lore, make
"Disturbia" a fun. guiltv pleasure.

SOUTH BENO. kid. - "Meet the Robinsons," Walt I>isnev Animations final prePixar purchase and computer-generated earlOOn closes with a n<xl to the past, attributing
the central motto of the him -- keep moving
forward" — to Walt Disney himself Despite
a relatively simple Storyline about an orphan
in search ot a family, the rather complex
maihinations ktvp pushing the narrative
ahe.n1 so as to not allow too much time to
dwell on the how or whv.
I he him is looaal) based on the picture
book A Day with Wilbur Robinson b\
William (oyce and directed bv first-timer
Stephen J. Anderson While Meet the Robinsons' doesn't quite reach the high-stan
dard ot excellence established In iudl I'i\.ir
. l.issu s as " [by Story" or 'The Incredibles,"
it still otters a great deal ot heart and is an
overall enjoyable him
The protagonist ot the film is a voting
boy named I ewis (Jordan Frv), a brainiac

orphan and an attempted inventor. Abandoned by his mother as a Kiln. I ewis was
raised under the CUV ot Mildred (Angela
Massed) at an orphanage. His disastrously
malfunctioning inventions, like the Peanut
Batter and l«'l!\ Making Machine, hinder his
attempts to be adopted by a loving family.
As a result he invents the Memon SCUV
ner, which he hopes will help him discover
the whereabouts of bis birth mother When
Lewis reveals his invention however, it is
stolen by a villain from the future, known
only as the "Bowler Mat Guv" (voiced bv
director Anderson l
Enter Wilbur Robinson lWesle\ Smger
man) who whisks I ew is into his hme travel
mat In in- to retrieve the \1enior\ Scanner from
Bowler Mat Guy before he usa it to change
to future according to his evil plans Catapulted from his room at the orphanage into
the bright retro-futuristic design marvel ot
"Todayland" tplaung off of Disnev World's
lomorrowlandl I ewis \$ ecstatic, the world
ot tomorrow has everything that he has ,\ er
dreamed of, including a potential family in

the eccentric Robinson Jan I he mania only
increases m the third ail, when the filmmakers must somehow wrap the storv up while
addressing the consequentes ot the characters' time-lraveling antics It's difficult ti
elaborate without giving too much away
but the developments stretch the bounds ol
behevabililv e\en tor a cartoon Particularly
upsetting is the fate of lewis' baseball-loving roommate. Co-starring the voices of Tom
Sclleek, Laurie Metealf and "Mad TV" alum
Nicole Sullivan, 'Meet the Robinsons' zip*
merrill along, never overstaying its welcome Per the family film narrative template
I ew is must learn some important life lea
sons over the COUM ol Ins tantastic adventure, but the filmmakers thankfully hold the
sappv homilies in check. It's engaging rathei
than cloving, with more than enough plol
twists, gags and one-ttlMfl to entertain all
audience members
In the end, onlv the most jaded viewerwon't enjov leaping into the dazzling and
Ingeniously rendered future of "Meet tin
Robinsons

B HYSIDE
You've tanned with the rest, now come tan with the best

Summer is right
around the corner...

'<•%

What's on your mind
Unlimited Tanning until May 5th for $25!
Competitive Pricing with the area's cleanest salon and most friendly service

243 Neff Avenue

www.tanningtruth.com

540 438 8267

Year
Anniversary Celebration
Combos Include

All Combos
6 Salads

(Side and Prink Plus)

ONLY $5 All Day
Thursday £ Friday
Open 1 Oaw-Spw

trilled Chicken Wraps
Sandwiches
Subs
Steak fr Cheese
Burgers
Paninls
Salads
6 More

540-438-00J0
120 University Plvd
Full Menu Available www.rtschicken.com

Up from Regal Cinemas

MINI STOR IT I U-STOR-IT

Shcnandoah Valley's Largest Storage facility I www.ministorit.com

SUMMER STORAGE
i *

FREE JMU T-Shirt to ' J**u/\
each student renter!
/
Catering to Student and Faculty

•U-STORE-IT
•U-LOCK-IT
•U-KEEPTHEKEY

Compare Rates and Facility
-

Fire Rated Buildings
24 Hour Security
Special Student Rates
Phone Answered 24 Hours
Office & Resident Manager
Cameras on (.rounds

- Completely Fenced &
Well-I it

Closest to JMU
Climate Control
Units Available

YOUR FUTURE IS WITHIN REACH
And so is the money to pay for it
College expanses should nol he I roadblock lor your future. Stay on track with
an alternative loan from Camptu Door <lei up to S250.OO0 to pay for college
and make no payments until 12 months after you graduate. Apply online todas
,ii campusdoor.com to receive an approval usually in less than a minute. Spend
your time planning fbl your future, not worrying about how lo pay for it.

You have the will. We have the way.
campusdoor.com

campusdoor

433-1234 I 433-STOR

190 I Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg
dust oil South M.iin Across from McDonalds)
fax and email: ministorit@aol.com

«ilio*i*a«o*uO|wttoc<e(liiappfovi»t ^agfam*. (Mm. wmi and conditions ant tubtact to clang* without note* Other restriction* ap
. -mart* ,¥v tha propane of Camput Doo» If* and'or its a«*a>M La*o>r « urwrw Brotftm Bar*. FS8. C2007 Car»|
Ooor in< Ail Rights Rotarvad Eoual Opportunfty londar
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Luke Wilson shows audiences his serious side in 4Vacancy'
■Y KATIE POT/H I

The Louisville Cardinal
LOUISVILLE, Hy. — Horror movies set in hoIrls. ftj* MOM Df tin- h-t dl tin- gCffUC, like Tsv
cho," "Identity" and"! hi- shining " I In- upcoming
thriller "Vacancy" looks like its going to am Ml
this tradition.
The movie is set .tt ,\ creepy rundown motel in
the middle ol nowhere David (Luke Wilson! and
Amy Fox (Kate Beckinsale). a married COUptfl in
stranded there when their car breaks d0WR
Over the course ot the night «'"'V discover that
the motel owner is.utuallv I murderer who makes
snuff films in the ver\ room that they're Maying
in. and if they don't escape the,v will he his next
victims.
Wilson, who plavs the lead male n»le in "V,.-

cancv." talked to I he Cardinal about the movie. Ins
part in it and the whole horror experience
Wilson is probably best known foi his work In
comedies MII n as ( »M Schoot" " ' he Kuv.il lenenbaums." "Anchorman" and "Rushmore" Alonj;
w ith his brother Owen Wilson. Ben Stiller, Will P«
rell and Vina Vaughn, he is one oi Holh kVOOd I
new Idnga ot comedy
This has led MOM people to wonder win he's
branching out to horror.
On becoming involved with "Vacancy, Wlbon
said, "I've never really had the chance before. I like
all kinds of different e,enres. but this is obviousl)
not th.1 kind ot thine, that tomes mv u.i\ that Often."
Me admitted that he telt nervous about the role
and that he found the Part mentalK and physicall)
challenging. At Umea he even wondered it he «vu

in over his head llus was larj-.ek due to all the
action taking place in e single nignl instead ot an
extended lime period like In his other movies.
I he part also required "crawling through tunnels tilled with rats, getting stabbed, running,
smashing mirrors and smashing window*," acts
that he de»( ribed as intense
'Vacancy* appears to be a tlmmhack to the
psychologica.il) terrifying horror movies ol yore,
more hmchcockian than recent irvyour-race torture movies like 'Saw and Hostel WiKon said.
"Vacancy1 seems to me like a scar) movie from the
70s Not a full on gor) 'Saw* type movie."
I le also commented on the realness o| tin* subie,t stating In' is "always nervous staying at motels its always kind ol ■ strange vibe out there
and you wonder whal the hell Is going on in those
other rooms "

0 Dau Cmco de Mauo Celebration at...

Dona Rosa

Authentic Mexican Kestraunt
(540) -H-2-7<?72 Open lOam-IOpm every day
Located .it +*> Linda Lane in front of Lowe's in H.irnsonbur^

Plan Your Graduation Party with Cinco de Mauo Havor
Order your party trails with us!
5urritos
fajtos

Paella *
Tamalcs

-

. _,

.

GrCat PnCes!

Reservations available for large epoups - Call ahead at

ihe motel in "Vacancy" certainly gives ot
strange vibes and that has a lot ti i do u ith the amaz
Ing set that was built espe< i.tlk 'or the movie
A lite si/e motel and gas station wait Con
structed on Stage Is. the largest studio lot in th«
uorld end the same one where the "Wizard of O/'

was shot
Wilson s.ud, "It was the tirst set I've been or
where I was calling friends saying, 'You've got tc
make the ettort to eome down here, it's mired

IblrV"

lo promote the movie. Sony has not onlv se
up a promotional Web site, but has come up wilt
Bquirk) WSJ to hook potential Budiefltce members

Dialing the number l-889-Vscanc) will give callan
a special rode that when entered at "Vacancy" siu
will let them preview the snutt hlms supposedl\
shot at the motel.

Surfing the web?
Between waves
surf on over to
thebreeze.orgl
Why HAUL stuff home when
you could STORE it here?
■ less man 5 minutes Iran camnnsl
' FREE automatic credit carl Mllr*
' Various unit sues to meet yaw
■ Br.nni NEW clean, a will lit ticMtws

to make a reservation or place an order
Stop by anytime to try our weekly Cinco de Mayo specials.
Tnis week serving Tacos Al Pastor andEnsalada Primavera Cozumel.
Recommended by 31 magazine TOT our authentic Mexican cuisine.
We use the freshest ingrsdients and are known for our bigburritos and low prices.

A.B.C. Beer and Wine On Premises and Mixed Beverage License

■ Salt t sacwe aartMNj MMI avanaMe
• 24hr enenslve vldea tarve Mance
• (MM access and aaved trtvtwars
for MrecMns. rales. iMmwwmMr
space lor toe sarnmtr MM «MkM at

www IMU GoStowRwavctn

Self-Storage u

a2-STOW

lull tor lim Chapman
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Massacre puts athletics in perspective
Hokie football
! player gives his
account of day
Kit CORE
The Wiukington Po*i
B> ADAM

Dec Whitaker arrived .it
Hancock Hall .it IftOS am.
Monday, live minutes carl) for
class al Virginia r«di In Mackeburg, Va IWofirtendaal hot aide;
he walked toward the building,
eager u> watch the televlalari In
his daaaroom tor newa updates
about ■ shooting that had taken
place .it dawn In 1 campui don
mitory
to IVhttaker [seared the
door at Hancock, he said, chaoa
erupted at NorriaHalL about 30
feel away He heard e^inartota

Officers for the Virginia State Police create a new barrier to
block pedestrians from Norris Hall Tuesday at Virginia Tech.

Hi1 iaw point-iprintingeverywhere. He saw guna waving.
And then he ran.
whitakiT, a Bophomore
quarterback from the District
of Columbia, found hlrnaell
near the rvnti-r ot the deadheel shooting rampage In is.
history 1 maaaacne that kilU-d
33 people on the Bkukshur;;.

\.i campus Mi- .'-* sped a Itn
his two tru-nds to his car, then
weaved through traffic bark to
in-, off-campus epartment A
drive that normall\ takes three
minutes lasted 20.
"I couldn't tell whether
people were hurt or not."
Whitaker Bald In ■» telephone
Interview. 1 waa Und oi on
the moVC I He whole time. I
wasn't really tfying to figure
wh.it was happening or where
the shots were corning from. 1
was nist kind ot on the mow,

looking alter mv tnends."
In response to the shootings, the athletic department
canceled all games md practical Monda) ami rueeday;
the only scheduled gamo was
a sntth.ill game at Middlo leu
neaaea
\s news ot the sh.M-tinf's
spread a. loss «.inipus. coaches reached out to make sure
their players were safe. Some
.iw.n front campus
tor recruiting or other purOUldn'l rep»rt im their
teams, hut one .ithletu otti.ial
said, "To our knowledge, -it
this juncture, all of our athletes
have been accounted tor" ilv
Official asked that he not be
identified b\ name
Men's basketball coach
Seth Greenberg rusJ contacted
111 11 i

JMU Track
to host CAAs
Track teams look
to compete as
smaller squads
111 \1 vi nu w Mi C.ovins
1 tit.'i
Other brack teams ma) h.ne
Firepower than |\1L, but
Madison will have contenders in
more than one event this weekend at tin-Colonial Athletic Association ohampionahips lobe held
at |\!l .
IWo |\1L women s track ,ith
letes will be defending their titles,
a- sophomore I eslie Anderson
placed tirst in the 4(H) meters last
year,
and

placed fourth In the 400-meter
hurdles.it last \ear's ccsnpetiuon
and is seeded fourth m this; ear s
event with a time til 1
5ophomore lessu.t Wade look
tttth place m the shot put .it last
v e.ir s meet and is seeded third in
tins \ ear's event .it 1 1 SO meters
lunior Marisaa Higgins finished fifth in the KHt-nieter hurdlesat last vear s( A At h.ir
ship track meet, but has struggled
w itli a quadriceps injui) tins sea'■ hopes to put that behind
her and capitalize on momentum
from her second-place finish in
the 100-meter hurdles at the IMt
Open lr.uk ami I ield Meet
During the middle ot the
season I had ■> quadriceps miurv,
and I had a hard time hurtling
becauai
- said " 1 Ins
past weekend got im hope- h.tt k
up tor having a better season and
going to the conference [championship! with .i higher npectl
while |Ml women's tr.uk
and Held has manv individual
contenders, winning the COmpc
titmn as ,i team m.n be .i touglier
•ask
The thing I tn mostl) won
tied aboul is we don't have the
numbtTs." Anderson said
I hev
| larger ( A A teams | put live or si.
people in one event and I think
it s something we're |ust going to
have to deal with il
On the men's side, depth is
even more ol .in issue However.
individual performers are poised
to siune in the program's last
1
\ \ ( h.impionships
learns that usuallv end up
Winning, the\ have gu) I that are
competing tor --pots within ihw
own team to compete in anv
IHU h

:

HVAN l »vi\■/!/»■/-fefti
JMU sophomore jumper Leslie Anderson will look to defend her title In the 40O-meters.

Beamer halts spring work-outs
to focus on community
Hokie's coach
mourns with rest
ot'Blacksburg

set loot on a held in BUM I
against Miami on Friday.
However; the tirst Hokiea
to Compete will be the men's
and women's tennis squads ,it
the Atl.inlu ' OBSf ( oni. i
Championships in Can. \(

m CiAHk Ki in wii

The Collegiatt Times

I VAN \<;
One of thousands of candles bums Tuesday night during
the candlelight vigil at Virginia Tech In Blacksburg.

Madison teams
aren't giving up,
testing courts
in I IM CaUftSA*
jporu raVaor

tlOlV"

times .ire getting taster and I'm
hoping th.it this weekend I TR in
thf-itm,' Anderson said i have
a title to defend."
she will have ptenl
petition, though, and itirst in the even! b\ |ust four hundredths ot .1 SCCOnd Si
Mayo 1- seeded first m thv
triple jump with a m.irk oi 12 32
meters Her ilosest competitor is
• .it i: 20 meters
Madison has experience in
other ('AA Championship e\ ents
,|s well
Sophomore I a\onne I llerbe

JMU
in
trouble?

BLACKSBURG. Va. - After
the tragit event Monda) mom
Ingoncampua, the lechathletk
departmenl is taking a longer
hiatus, including spring football
practice
On luesdav let h director ot
Athletics |im mivet .md head
11 *o.i> li I rank Beamer
deuded to t.iniel the remaining
practices, which Includes the annual Spring < "imi1 this Saturdav
"I here's never been a more
important him-to tare tor victims
and their families," Beamer Said
luesd.u morning on I sp\2\
< old Pizza
There will be a
time tor football again, but right
now we need to turn all oi OUT
attention to the victims and their
families
Along with football, v.. dm
daj mcht'sbaseballgameagainsl
the William A Mary tribe has
been cancelled and will not be
made up However, baseball will
be the first sport to on.e again

64
There's never been a
more important time
to cure for victims
and their families.
-Coach I-rank lltaimr
Virpnu led !

>9
v ontereiite
t ommissioner
|ohn Swonford issued .1 statement aboul the leagues ded
sum to memorialize Mot
events
In solitude and solidarity,
we will remember those who
have los) their lives md honor
our Iriends. CoHeagUCS and fel
lovt students .it vliglnia h' h
With .1 moment ot sileme .it e.u h
ot our A< < Spring Champion*

ships,' Swofrord said Todaj
we .ire .ill Htikies."
Hokiea, from the Gold I rack
& lield and Softball team*-, will
resume plav this utvken. |
ton the athletes rvsumi'ddsses
I he onh form oi iporta continuing m the area is the minor
league Salem Avalanche baaMball
team, who postponed its Men
da) night game to reatrda)
rhoae who showed up for the
iloublehe.ider were dressed in
orange and maroon. Before the
tirst game, tans paused fo|
second moment t»t silenoi
"it is .it times like these when
communities must |oin tocethei
m the faceoi tragedy and show ,i
united strength and u.mp.ission
(or the vittims and their families .'■ sard ihepuhlk address svs
tem at Salem Memorial Baseball
Stadium.
i he walanche will pl.iv to
night and plan tooiiiiMgain hold
i enl ot silence f<»r those involved with the tr.lgeih
llesa ol direct or in.i n it affiliabon, bSost In the
sports work! are stepping back
to realize the magnitude of the
t raged)
ust got ton n
Beamer said
I he thing ran
have l«) know is thai this is s(.
unlike Virginia lei h '

\i * IS p m lueada) .1 COB
earned and MSmtive crowd tilled the
tir>t tk-ii hatlws) ol (indwm Hall.
Tlw mcctinj; WSSD'I the most formal
ot aaiherings, but n was snti t»i
utmost ImpoitsftM to the inrjabats
of the viirtous I\ll \;irsit> sports
btam
In the dimly lit eomdur an Hind
90 Madison sthletes and membsrs
01 tin- Save Ouc Sports CoalHIofl
listened to the voice th.il is i:iv mt
ihem the one thmp thev, desire most
hop,I ,irrv loseph. ;i lawyer with the
ntHI profit orgsnizstioa, Bquih m
AihlctKs. smwered BttueaM' ques
lit>ns while laying ""I 'he plan toi
s.ivmp the sports teems through a
raceau) tiled lawsuii
"We're asking queftkni and
finding oU wlut\ |0US| on with the
lawsuit.'' freshman gymnast Heather
Holder s.ud pnoi to the meeting.
V»e want to know our ehanves and
it we it goiag 'fix- allowed tti keep
our sport while it's going un "
A fiirmer member of the environmental departmenl oi 1 Washing
ilatM) inin. Jtiseph became
inleiesled in litle l\ and et|iiaht>
in athletics in IW>atier hearing
ol what he deemed "unlair caaai
siniilai tti IMU'l
jMt and ihe Board ol Viiitoa
lust BUdS the ,iils on Septemlvt 19,
2(KK.. HI oroV to become Ink IX
COmpHSDl under the proportion.ihiv
s l.mse I he law requires eollegiale
athieiK prognsm to mirror their
school's undergraduate population
in perceM
Seven
men's teams were oai along with
three on the women's side
"1 leel like w,- »veie told in a
reall) liranature way." rtofllei said
"Jeff Bourne (JMt suletM diiecsor]
didn't even tell u«. he had other
peopled" il
lOSSph added tluil it was rBON
than the w,tv it was handled with the
athletes and. avoiding ttJ Jtiseph.
the It lio.il s mteiptelalionof the
decttJOS was wrong
"We re going to argue that vou
ean'i cut the SMB'S track team and
not cut the women's baCBUM thai «
dis, iitninahon againsi the mcji,"
Joseph said
The tnst use far QA, though,
will be to add i\u as i danadant
along with the Psusiuuaai t»t lulucatlDa IIAwdl then petition the
judge tor s preunuaary injunciion.
which would restrain IMl from
gmiig forward with the cuts until a
ruling has been made
llns injunction Will iHespecial
l> important lo athletes hke tresh
man ninnei. JsBMS Snvdei Sn>dci
is among a number .it the athletes
whoii tooUagstothsi scboolsto
compete ai and ins housing rontrari
ligfa Point I imeisitv ihal has
I .Hi.cll.ilion deadline ot June I
We love toconeeas.bui more
llian allotting we re |iis| ir>ing t0
1 II we,.HI get it back."
Snjdcr laid
'■liit'le- WJSCed SIUIII.II
-eniiinents and w.nted It> know
what would happen in the event (he
sports weie reinstated, hut the) had
i * nil another ichool
|'h explained thai it tht I I \
winsovei JMt and the sports M
reinstated, the individual athletes
would h.oc to become pUintiffi
themselves it the> wanted to he
reimbursed t.»i my deposlli put on
other nhoois He added that in ail
likelihood ibecoun would force
JMl lopax Ihosesimis
Anuthcr question the athletes
had was whether th. t nivenit)
COUld Still CUI the teams Without
havm| toi warn ntlc IX corrajriianca
r ,i reason
it we win on merits the) could
HI theor) «iu the sreher) teams '
Joseph said a- an example
/ WWttl ■
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TECH: Players are
contacted by their
coaches after tragedy

TRACK: Madison gears up for
upcoming CAA Championships

TECH, from page 16
.ill ol his players, an athletic department spokesman said.Greenherg's daughter, PMM ,i trrshman
.it Virginia Tech, also was sate.
[M football team's coaching st.it) contacted players by
the position the coacn, quarterback Sean Glennon said, and
three football players said they
believed all of their teammates
were unharmed.
When teams return to practice, players know they will
face tne difficult task of focusing on sports in the wake of
tragedy, "I'm going to try my
hardest," said W hi taker, the
Hokies' backup quarterback.
"But I can't help being emotional and sad tor the people
dead and the families. I'll try
my hardest to get back in it,
but I don't know how well that
will be.

given event," junior Brian a time of 2<* minutes, 16.62
Buckland said. "They can just
seconds. He is seeded second
flood the distance events with
in the 10,000-meter run at the
their people, and are able CAA Championships, but will
to run guys-in ways that we
compete in the 5,000-meter run
can't."
instead.
BuckWhile the im46land
finplementation
of
ished fourth
Title IX will elimiin the 10,000
nate men's track
meters last
at
JMU,
vear with a
many of
time of 31
the older
minutes,
mem8.2 seconds
bers
and KireK
have de—
BRYAN BUCKIAND
missed the
JMl.; men's distance runner cided thev
|( (A qualiwill stay at
fying mark
-99 Madison
of 31 minand con■igh
tinue to train at high
earned him fourth place in the levels.
event He will attempt to meet
"Most of the guy
the IC4A qualifying mark hv
.ire staving here and
running the 10,000-meter race most of the guys
Friday.
will continue to
The IC4A Outdoor lr.uk
train," Moran said
and Field Championship is "I will continue to
an annual competition held at
train 100 percent
different colleges every year.
under Coach
There are over 100 teams af- [Dave| Kink
filiated with
er and trv to
the
IC4A
get in some
and
last
big meets."
year's OutMoran
will do this b\
door Track
and
Field
running unatChampion
tached in races of his choice,
was CAA riwith the ultimate goal of makval George
ing the Olympic trials.
I
. In field events, Doron White
The fact
is seeded third at 44.99 meters in
that the JMU B
the hammer throw, and fifth in
men's track Buckland
the shot put at 15.08 meters. Seteam will cease to exist after this
nior Dan Rylands is seeded fifth
year has not affected the mindset
in the |avelin throw.
ni vetvani an the team.
The CAA Championships
senmr C.W. Moran qualified
take place this Fndav and Satfor the IC4As in the 10,000 meter
urday at the 1MI Track & Field
at the Stanford Invitational with Complex.

TRACK, from page U
l

"I |ust know they Mid people were dead. Hopefully, none of my friends I he\
haven't named the people that
died, so 1 don't know. I talked
to the football players and the\
tell me that everything is fine
with the rest of the football
players. I mean, that's good,
but it's still sad knovMiig that
so many people died in such a
short time span."
The location of the first
shooting, West Ambler Johnston dormitory, stands across
the street from Cassell Coliseum, where Virginia Tech's basketball and volleyball teams
play. The gym is connected to
Merryman Center, which houses all of Virginia lech's coaches
aside from the football team\
Cassell will serve as a counseling center in the coming days.

Write for Breeze Sports...
send us an email at

sports @ the breeze .org for
more info

II.

[Other teams] are
able to run guys in
ivays that we can't.
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^Things To Do Before Summer
0

Seta Secret Question to be able to reset
your e-ID password (for e-mail, e-campus
& more) any time, any where, at your
convenience. To set a question, login to
the Accounts portal (accounls.jmu.edu)
and select "e-ID Password/Secret
Question" Then, click on "Change my
Secret Question" to create a question and
answer that only you know

0

Read Your JMU E-mail All Summer for
computing account password expiration
notices and other important news.

■'

Keep Up with Your E-mail Quota by
logging into Webmail and checking and
deleting unnecessary e-mail in your "Junk
Mail" and other folders (even if you
forward your e-mail to another account).
Be sure to dick on "Empty My Trash" or
"Compact" to free up quota!

0

Continue to Protect Your Computer All
Summer by following the instructions on
our R.U.N.S.A.F.E. site
http//www.jmu.edu/computing/runsafe
and also by clicking on the Symantec
Antivlrus Gold Shield for LiveUpdates and
the Windows Update Icon for Critical
Updates.

Are you ready for
summer?
How about your
computer and
computing accounts?
Information Technology would
like to share some tips to keep
your computer and accounts
operational over the summer
to ensure a successful start
next fall.

Waking ii[» CM h*- p-imhil shoney't
WfjkLjft Imtfec makes you tr*\ bttM
wuh jii ol V..111 hwoctim lit*-1>"< * now
MM 1 n-|<> !••*■ <«n. |>4tu Art |».i.n.«-» In
(run it 'I ■ whole lm more

$lOFF

Breakfast Bar

■
,

F01 more information, contact the
JMU Computing HelpDesk at
540-568-3555

I www.jmu edu'computiiig/hf uxlpsk
1

Information Technology

,

James Madison University
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Duncan controversy feeds conspiracy theory
Altercation with Crawford leads
to speculation about NBA playoff
seeding and "preferred" matchups

The Mavericks are almost a lock to gH that tar I he Suns, however, M ould have to go through the Spurs, a three-time champion H ith
starplavers w idols perceived as utterly boring on and ofl tin-court
So now, if the Sours and Suns are torced to a Game 7 to see which
team advances totheconferencefin.il to pla\ Pallas, guess where the
game i\ill be played?

Phoenix

»i Mil MM i Wmios
The Washington Post
WASHINGTON—t ommtssioni'r David Stern had to do something.
Six month*, after making it a point of emphasis that referees crack down
on GOHMivt pl.ner Ivhavior. the NBA simply could not let one of its
referees. !,*•% l r.mford. slide (or throwing Tim Duncan out of a game
(or laughing after Crawford said to him, "Do vou want to fight?"
The NBA's behavior campaign, which has been in effect for about
two \e,irs, wouldn't have a snred of credibility if Stern had just riven
( r.mford a warning. I his w.isti't the first time Crawford had run
amok. He was already working under a /en>-tolerance warning after
a technical-foul assessing spree in a playoff game four years ago.
But not many of us saw this coming. Stem suspended Crawford
indefinitely, which is a stunner.
Stem said that Craw ford didn't particularlv think he'd done anything wrong, and might decide on his own to be done with officiating
\M \ ''.lines lor good—which is another stunner
Crawford isn't just another zebra. He's probablv the most wellknown NBA referee among basketball tans, the son of famous former baseball umpire Shag Crawford and the brother of current MLB
umpire Jerry Crawford. The Crawfords are Amenca's nrst-familv of
officiating. And Joey isn't just good at officiating basketball games; he
might be the best. He's been reffing NBA games tor 30 vears and has
worked even NBA Finals since 1986.
But Sunday in Dallas, Crawford crossed the line with Duncan.
Don't get me wrong, Duncan isn't innocent. He seems almost devoid
of personality, but he's a whiner, plain and simple. riven so, "Do you
want to fight?" isn't the response you want from | referee during a
game. Duncan then said something completely benign to Crawford
in protest of a foul call to earn one technu.il. and while on the ivruh
was laughing visibly a tew minutes later Crawford hit Duncan with
.1 second technical, which calls for automatic ejection.
Duncan s oft
The laughter ABC's microphones caught Crawford telling Spurs
Coach Gregg Popovich that I Hincan's unpardonable sin w as laughing
at him \ou could read Crawford s lips js he said the words making a
mockery." Duncan, incredulous, left the fltxir and uttered a pn>tanit\.
which earned him a $25,01X1 fine. The episode isn't subject to interpretation because it was captured on camera from multiple angles t r.m
ford uas making the t ase that Duncan's belly-laughing was an attempt
to show up the referees. But Stern indicated that that excuse would not
fly, that this had nothing to do with enforcing the earh -season point of
emphasis to assess technicals to players who slam the ball on the floor
or run the other way pulling their |crse\ s over the heads.
And there's something perhaps more bothersome, depending on
how ,inual vou are.
By throwing I Hincan out for no good reason, Crawford, no matter
how unintentionally, gave Dallas an advantage the rest of the game
I he Mavencks. with the No. I overall seed already wrapped up, had
planned to p)a\ their starters only half the game. The Spurs were still
fighting Phoenix for the No. 2 seed and home-court advantage in the second round of the playoffs and a win against Dallas would have forced
the Suns to win in Houston and perhaps beat the Clippers, too.
Without Duncan, the Spurs kat the game and a chance at the No. 2 seed.
This matters because the NBA—unlike Ml H the Nl I and the
NHL—constant!y and with great resentment fights the perception that
some larger force (uh, the referees, league office and network partners)
tries to influence the outcome to get favorable plavoff matchups. Alre.uh,
people in basketball circles have been openly rooting for a Suns-Mavericks Western Conference final because those teams have played the most
entertaining basketball the NBA has seen in the past two \van,

The COneptnK) theorists were alread\ at v\ork before Human
COUld get from the bench to the locker room alter being tossed
I covered the game (or ABC and as MOfl as I finished listening to
Duncan in the locker room and turned mv cellphone on, I had tour
voice mail or text messages suggesting the usual Iwo were from
recently rattled NBA players who quicklv noted I raw lord's role in
helping ensure the Suns home-court advantage, Yea, NBA players
talk about "conspiracies' all the time, about who prefers what matchups and win It's .i COnetant part of the postseason -hatter, though
nobod\ ever produces ,i speck of evidence that would support these

No one wants a burnt burger.
The Smokin Pig is catering for Graduation.

Call today!
Last call on April 2S

Pick up dinner package includes:
pork BBQ and 3 sides
Mate it Double meat and
baked beans, coleslaw, macaroni
add BBQ chicken
salad or potato salad
All for $7.75
plares. forks, napkins

All tor $6.50 a person
$*%

Crossing
astgr
ft

fstop by the rental
[office and check out the!
Umited spaces we have forl
the 2007-2008 schooLfl

year!

Featuring: Tanning Bed, Computer Center,
Fitness Center and much MORE!!!
Hours:
Mon. - Thur. 8:30 am -10:00 pm
Friday 8:30 am - 9:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 9:00 pm
Sunday 11:00 am-9:00 pm

allegations And of all the referees in the league, |oev Crawford (becauseoi Ins perceived toughness and Independence) would be about
the last name involved m Midi * hatter
But the appearance ot Impropriety can be damning.
And while Stern didn't adoRM that yestSfda) and proKibK
WOn'l In iny OnaSe-reCOrd discussion, it s one ot several reasons
Why he had to do something decisive
Stem has nrm en to he quite the sheriff over the last couple of) ears,
some would say unnecessarily so. I would s.n necessarily so (this is
consistent I. ulu-tln-r we re talking aUn.il the dress ,,K)e for pla\ers or
the crackdown on on-COUlt whining. The NBA, in fighting lor its slue
of the sports and entertainment pie. had belter make sure its produ< t
is seen as ,i competition and not exhibition subject to am dSffjeC of
interference or ptedetenninabon. Crawford's suspension doesn't need
to be foMVCf but he .ert.iniK needs to demonstrate he understands
that challenging a player bo i fight, then throwing him out of B game
for laughing is reason (or him to lie chased from the court as wen

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonfourg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com

540-453-5917
Located on Wolfe Street
Next to Kline's Downtown

MARTHA MITCHELL, STUDENT, CITIZEN, AND
SECOND LIEUTENANT, U.S. ARMY.
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For Rent

[For Sale]

Nags Head 4-Month Student Summer
Rentals, seabreezerealtycom (252)
286 S328

Hot Products Almost every product
immaqmdbie
at
spekktrum com
where prices are negotiable

House 2 large kitchens. 4 bedrooms.
den.WrD.lencedyard805CountryClub
Road $1450 month 540-433-2221

bxr/bgl mix. Female with crate, food,
toys, needs home (757) 618-3594

3 bedroom house Good condition.
Conveniently located. W7D. Available
8/17. $870. (540)433-1569

[[Help Wanted)|

2 BEDROOM appt. furnished to
sublease this summer, very close to
campus. $200 each water incl
(703) 475-1033
two
bedroom
house,
Great
location, very close to campus, newly
renovated, all appliances no pets,
$800 (5401 433-1569
Moving/living off campus? Go to
web |mu edufoclAistings htm JMUis
official site tor off-campus housing,
roommates, and furniture
Great
tor advertising sublets, rentals (434)
817-0721
Large one bedroom apartment.
Almost new. Great location. Washer/
Dryer Dishwasher. AC. No pets.
Available 8/17. $545 (540) 433-1569
Large One Bedroom apartment
Close to campus. Good condition.
AC No pets $425 (540) 433-1569
(540)433-1569
Squire Hill Townhouse 2 Bedroom
1 5 bath, washer dryer, dishwasher,
end unit, only furnish your room Need
1 roommate for the 07-08 school year
(lemale. non-smoking) Please e-mail
me at Revadalby@aol com or call
(757)619-9511
Pheasant Run Sublease Bedroom
for sublease May, June. July $295
plus share of utilities (540) 840 8291
Apt Available 400$/month Includes
Utilities! Excellent Condition! (703)
508-1756
Seeking Malefor Sub Leaseol Pheasant
Run Apartment $200 plus utilities fully
furnished Call Brad 240 671-8468

We pay up to $75 per survey www
GetPaidToThink com
lBARTENDtNG!S250/Oay Potential
No Experience Necessary Training
Available (800(965-6520 XT212
BARTENDING CLASSES Great
money work at the beach |Ob
placement, close to campus.
hands on training contact gary
roachroach75@hotmall com (540)
671-1202
Summer Employment Continental
Pools. Inc. Is hiring many
lifeguards, pool managers and
supervisors. Multiple locations:
MD. VA. DC Metro Area, Baltimore.
Richmond, Hampton. Virginia
Beach, and Boston Mass. I WE
PROVIOE TRAINING! Visit US
online at www contmenialpool*
com or call us 1-877-780-7665.
Sumer Job In NOVA Ice Cream
Catering
Summer
Positions
Available $12/hr Scoops2U com
(571)212-7184
Help Wanted Individual or couple
soon to be married, with marketing,
media arts or business background,
to live at local business in
management position Good salary
& benefits Phone 820-9789
Instructor
Needed
Residents!
and day training for MR adults
- weekends and overnight - call
Stewart for further information (540)
943-7911
Skyline Palntball Harrlsonburg
Help wanted Contact Alexa @ (540)
465-9537

SPRING/SUMMER ADVERTISING
SALES/ MARKETING POSITION
Earn $$$ and gain valuable sales
and mktg experience working for
the "Plan-It Harnsonburg" (student
yellow pages) the Iree daily planner
for students GREAT RESUME
BOOSTER'" Call Phil at 610-5645947 for more information www
studontmedi agroup com
DANCE INSTRUCTOR Position
available at established Dance
Center. 20 years m business Resume
and References Required Must
commit to teach Sept i07 to May 30.
2008 Previous teaching ecpenence
preferred Call 433-7127 or 810 3631
to inquire
CAREGIVERS NEEDED to supervise
groups of cildren Mon. May 21st May 25th. 3 45-6 45 p m Sat May
26th 6 00-10 00 pm and Sunday
May 27th 2 00-6 00 p m On-Campus
site Must commit to all hours listed
References required Call 810-3631
to inquire

Part-Time
Summer
Nanny
Needed Fun, responsible person
to care for my four school age
children in our Christian home
2-3 days per week beginning
June 18. 2007

Sublet
Needed
4
bedroom
apartments to sublet for June and
July Call Bob Wease at 434 5919
between 900 am - 6 00 pm or 4330092 between 700 pm - 10 pm

540 432-6147

Need child picked up from
daycare "4 year old girl' 2 to
3 days a week. May through
August, pays$10/hr. references
needed, prefer someone with
childcare experience, call 4421119

UFEGVARD STAFF
H \NTBD
tovcr
Swunmini
Pool
larrlsonburi
< oinpcin
i veaing
&
weekend!
IOUI *
Appl K ,ii i ims
jccepiei
I position art filled i*4ii
1*34-0571
ret
information

If Services)!
Eckankar Religion of the LIGHT and
SoundotGOO Worst* Service Apr 22
II am to noon Dacussw Where Is
SpiritualG>oashFcuior>WVrrBu<rJng
' .!••

|- I _.

|

,

.

i

..... ,

Travel
SKYDIVE! One Day First Freefal
I from over 13.500 from 22 jumper
aircraft Complete Information
is on www.skydlveorange.com GIFT
CERTIFICATES! (540) 943-6587

Tradeshowdlrect.
located
in
downtown Harnsonburg. is looking
for a full or part time graphic
production person, knowledge of
design programs is a big plus Plenty
of room for advancement e-mail
mfo@tradeshowdirect com
EARN CASH -Coca-Cola is looking
tor students to help with an upcoming
promotion at JMU on April 21 Pay
will be Cash- day of (S10/HR)
Sororities/Fraternities welcome II
interested please call Nathan or Email
nathandorezas<*¥hotmail com
(443) 528-8415 (443) 528-8415
SUMMER
WORK Great Pay'
Apply NOW begin after finals.
flexible schedules, can continue
m fait customer sales/ service,
conditions apply, all ages 18*.
possible scholarships, all majors
considered Art/ Alex/ FlsCh 703
504-9030. Fairfax/ Nova 703-3597600. Newport News 757-594-0100.
Richmond 804-270-4300. Roanoke
540-345-1988. VA Beach/ Norfolk
757-557-0080. summerwor know com
SUMMER HELP Local business
needs someone to work this summer
Job Includes both inside and outside
duties Great Pay Call Hunter (540)
433 1833

Friday April 20th
Orange & Maroon Effect
Everyone is invited to be a part of the Virginia
Tech family this Friday. Wear orange and
maroon in support of those who were lost in
the tragic events Monday, and to show support
for the school and community.
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Write for Breeze Sports...send us an email at
sports@thebreeze.org for more info

No need to fight!
There are plenty
of copies of
The Breeze
to go around!

JMU Sports Fight Back
LAWSViT, from page U
■^emphasised thoughtful there we Board oi she has no pi.ins foi transferring, she still wants
\ isit.tr m.-mivrs that nippoil the athlete's1«aute
ipetc .it the school th.it gave her -> first
have no choice In the mattes; because the I H>I
taste ut the college experience.
can cut tH*- tchool'i funding il it doesn't adhere
it i everything, the people I've met i Rfit
to htlclXsi.indards.
the academics seem fitting," the North Stonington. Connecticut native s.tul "Besides this |de[oaeph added thai il the courts wereto find
:
the iXJl In tin- u rong, thai the members «>i the dston| I haven't realh come across anything I
board would support the teams il the money
haven't liked here.
.ma1 Interest *\.is then
Tlie loams aiehoptag to hear afan Jr^uncttofi be
1
Hoffler hopes thai Joseph is nj>ht Although ton \1,i\ I. the signing deadline ol olher s< hook

Campbell Court
Apartments In Old Town Harrisonburg
• l & 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Close to Campus
•Off Street Parking
• All New Appliances
• A/C. Washer & Dryer, Hardwood Floors

□

Check Out More Information @

< <>i im 111
( (HUH K( III

I UNKHOI si u
Id \l KlUS

434-5150

wvvw.OffCampusHousing.com
Equal Mousing Opportunity Eaen CoKfaal Banut Comntraal Of c* is <r«c«nrMr«y Owned And OpperatW

PACKSADDLE
RIDGE

It's just better to know.

\ GOLF CLUB

Come challenge yourself
at Packsaddle Ridge!
Paduaddl* Rldg. Golf Club is a public 18 - hole golf
[TieJames Madison I Qtaersity HeahhCenteroffers tree and afMNiyrnous lll\

course located in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley

testing For students mi Wednesdays from |-3pm throughout the May and June

and Is one of America's most spectacular new golf

summer school sessions. (To make an appointment, call Mll.5AK.617K)

courses. Packsaddle Ridge Golf Club in Keezletown,
Virginia, only 15 minutas from JMU. will challenge

Both of these services w ill resume Fall 2007.
Watch for info on the UHC website
(www.imu.edu/healthctr/ohp)

all types of golfers and overload your senses with
natural beauty.

Call for your tee time today,
540-269-8188 or visit www.packsaddle.net
Great course. Great price.

PLAY TODAY!
www.packsaddle.net

JMU Students: FREE cart
on Thursdays when you use
or show yourJAC card!

(icf c*»t offer v.»lid when using JAC card lo pay foi rounds or with proof of JAC card. Otter valid only on Th.

SUMMER
STORAGE
SPECIAL'

Pay For May,
June, July Get August
r/
• -(1 Unit

Resident Manager
ENBfJtent Access To JMU, 1-81 And Downtown
•

Insurance Coverage Available
•

Paved Driveways

•

Packing Materials

• Hr\c&Q And Lighted
■ Tractor Trailer Access
» 24 Hour Security Protection
•

Sized From 25 to 400 Square feet
10 Foot Ceilings

Conveniently located on Route 33E Just
1/3 mile past Valley Mall on the right*

HAWI^OMMJPO SMI :t\OUA(A
2557 East Market Street
Harrlsonburg, VA 22801

(540) 432-9657

POSEIDON READS
THE BREEZE.

